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Abstract. In this manuscript, we consider the impact of a small jump-type spatial heterogeneity on the ex-
istence of stationary localized patterns in a system of partial differential equations in one spatial
dimension, i.e., defined on R. This problem corresponds to analyzing a discontinuous and non-
autonomous n-dimensional system, u˙ =
{
f(u), t ≤ 0,
f(u) + εg(u), t > 0,
under the assumption that the
unperturbed system, i.e., the ε→ 0 limit system, possesses a heteroclinic orbit Γ that connects two
hyperbolic equilibrium points (plus several additional nondegeneracy conditions). The unperturbed
orbit Γ represents a localized structure in the PDE setting. We define the (pinned) defect solution
Γε as a heteroclinic solution to the perturbed system such that limε→0 Γε = Γ (as graphs). We
distinguish between three types of defect solutions: trivial, local, and global defect solutions. The
main goal of this manuscript is to develop a comprehensive and asymptotically explicit theory of
the existence of local defect solutions. We find that both the dimension of the problem as well as
the nature of the linearized system near the endpoints of the heteroclinic orbit Γ have a remarkably
rich impact on the existence of these local defect solutions. We first introduce the various concepts
in the setting of planar systems (n = 2) and—for reasons of transparency of presentation—consider
the three-dimensional problem in full detail. Then, we generalize our results to the n-dimensional
problem, with special interest for the additional phenomena introduced by having n ≥ 4. We com-
plement the general approach by working out two explicit examples in full detail: (i) the existence
of pinned local defect kink solutions in a heterogeneous Fisher–Kolmogorov equation (n = 4) and
(ii) the existence of pinned local defect front and pulse solutions in a heterogeneous generalized
FitzHugh–Nagumo system (n = 6).
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1. Introduction. In this manuscript, we develop a general geometrical theory on the
impact of small jump-like defects, which we will call weak defects, on the existence of hetero-
clinic and homoclinic orbits in a general class of n-dimensional first order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). The weak defect appears as a small discontinuous, nonautonomous term
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656 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
in the dynamical system
(1.1) u˙ =
{
f(u), t ≤ 0,
f(u) + εg(u), t > 0,
where u : R → Rn, ε is a small positive parameter, and f(u), g(u) : Rn → Rn are sufficiently
smooth and O(1) with respect to ε.
System (1.1) represents a spatial dynamical system associated with a partial differential
equation (PDE) with a small spatial jump-type heterogeneity in one space dimension x (∈ R)
that appears as t in (1.1). There is extensive literature on the impact of spatial heterogeneities
on the dynamics of PDEs; see, for instance, [2, 4, 14, 15, 16, 31, 36, 37, 40, 41, 45, 46, 47, 61, 64],
where various types of defects are considered. For example, in [47] delta-function defects are
used to model point-sources and the impact of these heterogeneities on fluxons is studied, while
in [2, 4, 36, 61] the effect of step-function-like diffusion coefficients on traveling waves [4, 36, 61]
and Turing patterns [2] supported by reaction-diffusion equations in one or more spatial
dimensions is studied. For Turing patterns, it appears that the heterogeneity can act as a
pattern selector, thus making the observed Turing patterns more robust [2]. In [15, 16, 40, 41],
the effect of discontinuous, jump-type defects in the potential of a sine-Gordon equation
is discussed. In these articles, several pinned waves are constructed and their stability is
analyzed. This was one of the first times that the stability for pinned waves in heterogeneous
media was rigorously proved. In [37, 45, 46], localized structures in heterogeneous Schro¨dinger
equations are studied.
Recently, heterogeneous systems have been identified as offering promising future device
applications, such as novel circuits for information storage and processing in both classical
and quantum limits [24], a single flux quantum-based logic circuit [51], and artificial crystals
for simulating and studying energy levels and band structures in large systems of spins [60].
Also, step-function-like defects have been used to describe the different production regimes of
certain bone morphogenetic proteins for models of drosophila [62] and sea urchin [32] embryo
development. While the above overview is far from complete, it signifies the importance of
defect solutions and the attention they have recently started to get in the PDE literature.
The analysis in this manuscript is directly motivated by our previous study [31] of a
heterogeneous generalized three-component FitzHugh–Nagumo (FHN) system
Ut = ε
2Uxx + U − U3 − ε(αV + βW + γ(x)),
τVt = Vxx + U − V,
θWt = D
2Wxx + U −W
(1.2)
with U, V,W : R× R+ → R, α, β ∈ R, D > 1, τ, θ > 0, 0 < ε 1. The spatial heterogeneity is
modeled by a discontinuous, jump-like change in the parameter γ at x = 0,
γ(x) =
{
γ1 for x ≤ 0 ,
γ2 for x > 0 ,
(1.3)
with γ1,2 ∈ R. The original homogeneous three-component dimensional version of this model,
i.e., γ1 = γ2, was proposed in [50, 58] to explore gas discharge phenomena (see [55] for a
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Figure 1. Left panel: a global defect pulse (or 2-front) solution pinned with its back near the defect at x = 0
(indicated by the dashed line) supported by (1.2). The system parameters are as follows (α, β,D, γ1, γ2, τ, θ, ε) =
(3, 2, 5, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.01). Middle panel: a local defect pulse (or 2-front) solution pinned away from the defect
supported by (1.2). The system parameters are the same as for the left panel and only the initial condition of
the PDE was different. Right panel: a local defect 1-front solution pinned away from the defect supported by
(1.2). The system parameters are as follows (α, β,D, γ1, γ2, τ, θ, ε) = (3, 2, 5, 0, 10, 1, 1, 0.01). The left panel
and middle panel are both adapted from Figure 5 of [31] and are reproduced with permission.
review article) and versions of it have been studied extensively since; see [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17,
29, 30, 33, 34, 49, 63] and references therein. The heterogeneous version (1.2) is studied
in [31, 64]. In [31] it is shown that under certain conditions on the parameters and the spatial
heterogeneity or defect (1.3), system (1.2) supports stable pinned stationary front and pulse
solutions. These solutions are pinned with their front or back near the defect, i.e., near x = 0.
In this manuscript, we call this type of defect solutions global defect solutions (see Definition 1.4
and Remark 1.5). See the left panel of Figure 1 for an example of a pinned global defect pulse
solution of (1.2) with its back pinned near the defect. However, in [31] also another type
of pinned localized defect solutions supported by (1.2) is identified, namely, defect solutions
pinned away from the defect. Neither the existence nor the stability of this type of defect
solutions, which we call local defect solutions in this manuscript (see Definition 1.4), can be
studied with the approach of [31]. See the two right panels of Figure 1 for an example of
a pinned local defect pulse solution (middle panel) and a pinned local defect front solution
(right panel) supported by (1.2).
Besides pinning a solution, a defect may also annihilate, rebound, penetrate, or split a
(traveling) solution, and it may correspond to a source (or sink) sending out (or absorbing)
traveling waves; see, for example, [15, 16, 31, 42, 64]. We do not consider these phenomena
in the current manuscript. Here, we focus on the most simple situation of a heterogeneously
perturbed homogeneous system in one space dimension that supports a localized stationary
solution of front or pulse type in the unperturbed homogeneous setting. In the homogeneous
setting, the precise position of this front or pulse is not determined, due to the (assumed)
translational symmetry of the PDE model. If such a front or pulse survives the effect of the
heterogeneous perturbation, then it gets pinned at (a) very specific position(s)—as in the case
of model problem (1.2); see Figure 1. The existence problem associated to these pinned, and
thus stationary, defect solutions has the general form of (1.1), in which the one-dimensional
spatial variable x plays the role of the time t. The specific structure of (1.1) implies that
we choose to focus on a class of small heterogeneities of the type represented by (1.3): the
defects considered here are of jump-type in the sense that there is a small difference between
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658 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
the PDE system for x ≤ 0 and that for x > 0, modeled by the term εg(u) that appears for
t > 0 in (1.1); see also Remark 1.13 for a somewhat more general setting. Note that the
perturbations modeled by εg(u) can be much richer than just a (small) jump in the value of
a parameter—see, for instance, the upcoming examples (1.8) and (2.4). More specifically, to
study pinned defect solutions supported by (1.2), we can cast (1.2) into the form of (1.1) with
n = 6 (see (1.9) and, again, Remark 1.13).
This leads to the following question: can we develop a general theory for the persistence
and/or existence of defect solutions supported by (1.1) for generic perturbations εg(u) under
mild, generic, assumptions—see section 1.1—on the unperturbed system
(1.4) u˙ = f(u), u(t) : R→ Rn?
While this appears to be a natural question, it has, to the best of our knowledge, not been
considered in this generality in the ODE literature; see Remark 1.1.
Remark 1.1. The ODE/dynamical systems literature on discontinuous systems mainly con-
centrates on control problems, where the discontinuities are designed to regularize or stabilize
solutions; see, for example, [10] and references therein. In particular, the sliding motion or
grazing flow of trajectories along the discontinuity are studied (see, for example, [27, 44]),
while the persistence of heteroclinic and homoclinic solutions are not discussed. Also, the
discontinuities in these problems tend to lie in the dependent variable, see, for instance, [3],
i.e., the system switches if the dependent variable crosses a particular value, so that the sys-
tems are actually autonomous. In contrast, the discontinuity in this manuscript lies in the
independent variable, i.e., the system switches if the independent variable crosses a particular
value, and it is thus truly nonautonomuous.
1.1. Problem setting, definitions, and assumptions. Before we go into the details of
(partly) answering the question raised above, we discuss the mild, generic, assumptions men-
tioned above in more detail.
1.1.1. Assumptions on (1.4). The first generic assumption states that the unperturbed
system (1.4) only has isolated hyperbolic equilibrium points.
Hypothesis H1. System (1.4) only has isolated equilibrium points and all these isolated
equilibrium points are hyperbolic in the sense that the Jacobians of the equilibrium points have
no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
We label these isolated hyperbolic equilibrium points Pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , with N a positive
integer (that may be +∞). Since (1.4) is independent of ε, all the eigenvalues of the Jacobians
of the equilibrium points are O(1) with respect to ε. Therefore, provided that ε is small
enough, Hypothesis H1 and the implicit function theorem imply that the fully perturbed system
(1.5) u˙ = f(u) + εg(u), u(t) : R→ Rn ,
also has N isolated hyperbolic equilibrium points P εi with limε→0 P
ε
i = Pi for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
In particular, all the eigenvalues of the Jacobians of the equilibrium points P εi are also O(1)
with respect to ε.
We are interested in solutions Γε(t) to (1.1) that are heteroclinic connections between
a hyperbolic equilibrium point P− ∈ {P1, P2, . . . , PN} of the unperturbed system (1.4) and
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 659
a hyperbolic equilibrium point P+ε ∈ {P ε1 , P ε2 , . . . , P εN} of the fully perturbed system (1.5),
that can be seen as perturbations of an heteroclinic (or homiclinic) orbit Γ(t) that connects
P− to P+ = limε→0 P+ε in the unperturbed system (1.4). More specifically, we search for
C0-solutions Γε(t) of (1.1) with limt→−∞ Γε(t) = P−, and limt→∞ Γε(t) = P+ε such that the
graph of the orbit of Γε(t) in the n-dimensional phase space of (1.1) is asymptotically close to
that of Γ. That is, limε→0 dist(Γε,Γ) = 0, where we define the distance between the graphs
of Γ and Γε by
(1.6) dist(Γε,Γ) := sup
t∈R
{
inf
s∈R
‖Γ(t)− Γε(s)‖
}
.
Note that here, and in the rest of the manuscript, we use ‖ · ‖ to denote the Euclidean norm
in Rn. We call this type of solution Γε(t) a defect solution. So, we assume that Γ(t) is
a heteroclinic (or homoclinic) orbit supported by the unperturbed system (1.4) connecting
P− and P+. Moreover, we assume that this Γ(t) is minimaly nontransversal. Note that Γ(t)
indeed corresponds to a localized structure of front or pulse type in the original, homogeneous,
PDE setting and that Γε(t) can be seen as a pinned version of this localized structure in the
heterogeneously perturbed model.
Hypothesis H2. The unperturbed system (1.4) has a heteroclinic orbit Γ connecting the
equilibrium point P− with the equilibrium point P+ in forward time and all the eigenvalues of
the linearization around P± are simple. In other words, there is a Γ ⊂ Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+).
Furthermore, we assume that this intersection is “minimally nontransversal.” That is,
• if dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) ≤ n, then dim(Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+)) = 1; and
• if dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) = m > n, then dim(Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+)) = m − n,
and the intersection is transversal.
Of course, the stable and unstable manifolds must be smooth in a neighborhood of
Γ ⊂ Wu(P−) ∩ Ws(P+). Moreover, observe that we a priori do not impose more ex-
plicit nontangency conditions on the way Wu(P−) and Ws(P+) intersect in the case that
dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) ≤ n. This will come up, though, as an additional assump-
tion in the statements of various of the upcoming theorems (see especially section 3). Also
note that P+ in Hypothesis H2 can in principle be equal to P− such that we actually have
a homoclinic orbit; see also Remark 1.11. Observe that Hypotheses H1 and H2 are both
assumptions on (1.4) and therefore independent of the particulars of the perturbation εg(u).
See also Remark 1.3.
The minimally nontransversal condition can be interpreted as the fact that the intersection
of the manifolds is assumed to be as generic as possible: if dim(Wu(P−))+dim(Ws(P+)) ≤ n,
then the heteroclinic orbit Γ (⊂ Wu(P−)∩Ws(P+)) is isolated, while it is as low-dimensional
as possible if dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) > n. For example, in the nongeneric case
that a two-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(P−) and a three-dimensional stable mani-
fold Ws(P+) intersect in a six-dimensional space to create a heteroclinic orbit Γ, we as-
sume that this intersection is maximal generic. That is, near P+, Wu(P−) 6⊂ Ws(P+)
such that dim(Wu(P−) ∩ Ws(P+)) 6= 2. Similarly, if instead dim(Wu(P−)) = 5, then
dim(Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+)) = 2 and not 3.
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660 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
P+"
P+
Wu(P+" )
Ws(P+" )Ws(P+)
Wu(P+)
O(")
Figure 2. For a generic perturbation, we have that dist(Ws,uloc (P+), P+ε ) = Os(ε) near P+. That is, P+ε
does not lie inside of the shaded blue regions (that have a width asymptotically smaller than ε). By Hypothesis
H1 the stable and unstable manifolds of P+ε and P
+ are locally parallel and consequently they do not intersect
within an O(ε) neighborhood of P+ε .
1.1.2. Assumptions on the perturbation εg(u). The perturbation εg(u) is assumed to
be (asymptotically) generic such that the perturbed equilibrium point of interest P+ε and the
unperturbed local stable and unstable manifold of P+ are not too close to each other.
Definition 1.2. We call the perturbation (1.1) of (1.4) a(n) (asymptotically) generic per-
turbation near P+ if the distance between Ws,uloc (P+) and P+ε is strictly of order ε and not
smaller, that is,
dist(Ws,uloc (P+), P+ε ) = inf
x∈Ws,uloc (P+)
‖x− P+ε ‖ = Os(ε) .
See Figure 2 for a graphical representation of a generic perturbation.
Hypothesis H3. For Ws,u(P+) 6= n, we assume that the perturbation εg(u) of (1.1) is a
generic perturbation near P+.
For Ws,u(P+) = n, every perturbation is a nongeneric perturbation according to Defini-
tion 1.2 since d(Ws,uloc (P+), P+ε ) = 0 in this case. Therefore, this particular case has to be
excluded from Hypothesis H3. However, the results presented in this manuscript are actu-
ally straightforward to obtain in this case and the derived results hold independent of the
particular form of the perturbation.
Since the equilibrium points P+ and P+ε are isolated and hyperbolic by Hypothesis H1,
we have that Ws(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) are locally parallel near P+ε . That is, near P+ε —and to
leading order in ε—Ws(P+ε ) is a linear translation of Ws(P+). Consequently, by Hypothesis
H3 we have that Ws(P+ε ) and Ws(P+) do not intersect within an O(ε) neighborhood of
P+ε . Similarly, also Wu(P+) and Wu(P+ε ) are locally parallel near P+ε and do not intersect
within an O(ε) neighborhood of P+ε . See Figure 2; Ws(P+ε ) andWs(P+) do not intersect and
similarly Wu(P+ε ) and Wu(P+) do not intersect near P+/P+ε .Do
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Remark 1.3. The assumptions as formulated in Hypotheses H1–H3 are stronger than nec-
essary for establishing (most of) the results in the manuscript. For instance, it is certainly not
necessary that all equilibrium points of (1.4) are hyperbolic, that all eigenvalues associated
with the “endpoints” P− and P+ are simple and defect solutions will certainly exist in systems
with nongeneric perturbations. See also Remark 1.13. Nevertheless, our present choice makes
the analysis, and thus the presentation, as simple and transparent as possible.
1.1.3. Types of defect solutions. The goal of this manuscript is to derive necessary and
sufficient conditions on the underlying systems for which defect solutions exist under the
assumptions stated in Hypotheses H1–H3. We use (as much as possible) a geometric approach
to construct these defect solutions. By definition, a defect solution lies in the intersection of
Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) of (1.1). For t ≤ 0, Wu(P−) of (1.1) is identical to Wu(P−) of (1.4),
while for t > 0, Ws(P+ε ) of (1.1) is identical to Ws(P+ε ) of (1.5). Therefore, we can restrict
ourselves to studying the phase portraits of (1.4) and (1.5) to obtain qualitative information
on defect solutions of (1.1). In particular, an intersection of a trajectory of Wu(P−) of (1.4)
and a trajectory of Ws(P+ε ) of (1.5) yields a defect solution of (1.1) that can be obtained by
concatenating the intersecting trajectories at t = 0. That is, we parametarize t in such a way
that the switch between (1.4) and (1.5) occurs at the intersection point, which we call the
defect point in the remainder of this manuscript. The location of the defect point in the phase
portrait determines the type of the defect solution and we distinguish between three types of
defect solutions.
Definition 1.4. A defect solution Γε(t) is called
• a trivial defect solution if P− = P+ and
lim
ε→0
(
sup
t∈R
‖Γε(t)− P+‖
)
= 0 ;
• a local defect solution if either
(1.7) lim
ε→0
(
sup
t>0
‖Γε(t)− P+‖
)
= 0 or lim
ε→0
(
sup
t≤0
‖Γε(t)− P−‖
)
= 0 ;
and, moreover we say that the defect occurs near P+ε if the first condition of (1.7) holds
and the defect occurs near P− if the second condition of (1.7) holds; and
• a global defect solution if
lim
ε→0
(
sup
t>0
‖Γε(t)− P+‖
)
> 0 and lim
ε→0
(
sup
t≤0
‖Γε(t)− P−‖
)
> 0 .
See Figure 3 for a schematic depiction of the three types of defect solutions discussed
in Definition 1.7. In other words, for a trivial defect solution the defect point lies in the
o(1) neighborhood of P+. For a local defect solution near P+ε (P
−), the defect point lies in
the o(1) neighborhood of P+ (P−) and O(1) away from P− (P+). So, if the defect point
is (asymptotically) close to P+ε but not (asymptotically) close to P
−, then we have a local
defect solution near P+ε . A defect point O(1) away from both P+ε and P− yields a global
defect solution. See, for example, Figure 5. However, observe that the distinction between
local defect solutions and global defect solutions is not always unambiguous; see Remark 1.5.
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P 
P+"P+
t = 0
P+"
t = 0
P "P 
t = 0
P 
P+"
P+"
P+ t = 0
Figure 3. Sketches of the three types of defect solutions described in Definition 1.4. Top left panel: a
trivial defect solution connecting P+ with P+ε . Top right panel: a global defect solution connecting P
− with P+ε .
Bottom panels: a local defect solution near P−, respectively, P+ε .
We do not consider global defect solutions in the current manuscript. This is in general
a very hard problem since it requires full control of the global flow of both (1.4) for t ≤ 0
and (1.5) for t > 0 near the heteroclinic orbit Γ and this goes beyond the scope of this
manuscript if n ≥ 3; see Remark 1.6. However, see section 2.1 for an example of an explicit
model with n = 2 for which the existence of countable many global defect solutions can be
shown.
Remark 1.5. It is not always natural to make a precise distinction between global defect
solutions and local defect solutions. For instance, there may be a continuous family of de-
fect solutions ranging from being local to being global—see, for instance, the two-dimensional
sketch given in Figure 8. In higher dimensions, there may be countably many distinct intersec-
tionsWu(P−)∩Ws(P+ε ) that also range between local and global; see Remark 3.7. Moreover,
in systems in which also the unperturbed t ≤ 0 part depends explicitly on ε—such as the
ODE (1.9) associated (1.2) and more generally as described in Remark 1.13—one must also
be more careful with this distinction. Nevertheless, Definition 1.4 is sufficiently clear to work
with in the upcoming analysis.
Remark 1.6. In the case that we know that the unperturbed heteroclinic/homoclinic orbit
Γ exists as a transversal intersection of Wu(P−) and Ws(P+), it follows (under general con-
ditions) that Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) may typically also intersect. In the most interesting and
relevant case that dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) = n—see Remark 1.11 and section 3—this
intersection will generically be zero-dimensional, i.e., it will consist of one or more points (see,
for instance, Figure 7). In fact, the statement that there typically will be a discrete number
of defect solutions—either local or global—may in principle be made rigorous under abstract
conditions. However, controlling the position and the number of these points in the (global)
case in which they are not close to either P− or P+ is in general a hard problem for which
explicit information on the global character ofWu(P−) andWs(P+) is required. These issues
may be handled if the system is singularly perturbed [31]. Here, we refrain from going into
the details.
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1.2. Main results and outline. This is quite a long manuscript, in which we develop a
comprehensive general theory on local defect solutions in n-dimensional systems of type (1.1)
that satisfy Hypotheses H1–H3; see section 2 and especially section 3. Moreover, we apply the
general theory to two explicit examples in section 4. The second example of those actually con-
siders the three-component FHN system (1.2) and settles the issues that originally motivated
this work. This second example also shows that the approach developed in sections 2 and 3
can, due to its geometric nature, also be applied to more general systems; see Remarks 1.3
and 1.13. Furthermore, it is also shown by this example that it can be possible to control the
abstract twist conditions of the upcoming Theorem 1.9 and section 3 in an explicit (singular
perturbed) setting.
First, we observe that a unique trivial defect solution of (1.1) generically exists for suffi-
ciently small ε > 0 since Ws(P+) and Wu(P+) intersect transversally at P+ and the local
stable manifold of P+ε lies close to Ws(P+) such that the transversal intersection persists by
the local stable and unstable manifold theorem (e.g., [48]). See also Figure 2.
Lemma 1.7. Assume that Hypothesis H1 holds. Then, for ε > 0 small enough, system (1.1)
has a unique trivial defect solution Γε(t) connecting P
+ and P+ε , where P
+ = limε→0 P+ε .
The statement of Lemma 1.7 has already appeared in the literature; see, for example, [64].
However, we have not been able to find a proof of this (indeed somewhat straightforward)
result in the literature, and for completeness of the presentation, we present a short geometric
proof in section 2.3.
The existence of local defect solutions depends heavily on the local flow near the equi-
librium point where the defect occurs and is therefore closely related to the nature of the
heteroclinic (or homoclinic; see Remark 1.11) connections of (1.4) and (1.5) and the dimen-
sions of the associated stable and unstable manifolds. In section 2.4, we prove the following
result primarily by using a dimension counting argument and the fact that the (un)stable
manifold and the perturbed (un)stable manifold are locally parallel and thus do not intersect
in the vicinity of the equilibrium point of interest.
Theorem 1.8. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold. Then, for ε > 0 small enough, a
necessary condition for the existence of local defect solutions near P+ε connecting P
− to P+ε
in (1.1) is
dim(Wu(P−)) ≥ dim(Wu(P+)).
Moreover, if dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)), then we necessarily also need dim(Wu(P−))
> 1 for local defect solutions near P+ε to exist.
Finally, if
dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)),
then the necessary condition is also sufficient and (1.1) possesses a continuous family of local
defect solutions near P+ε .
Theorem 1.8 does not make exact statements about the existence of local defect solutions
near P+ε in the case that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) > 1. Note that this is perhaps the
most relevant case, since, for instance, all pinned PDE patterns of pulse type (homoclinics) fall
under this case; see Remark 1.11. Moreover, also many of the front-type localized structures in
the literature are of this type; see section 4. In this setting, the characteristics of the unstable
eigenvalue of the Jacobian of P+ with smallest real part is crucial to the existence of local
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P+"
 
P+
 
t = 0
t = 0
t = 0
Wu(P )
Wu(P )
Wu(P+)Wu(P+)
Ws(P+" ) Ws(P+" )
P+
P+"Wu(P+" ) W
u(P+" )
t = 0
Figure 4. Possible constructions of local defect solutions near P+ε in three dimensions for dim(Wu(P−)) =
dim(Wu(P+)) = 2. Left panel: the Jacobian of P+ has two real positive eigenvalues and a local defect solution
exists if a twist condition is met: if Wu(P+)∩Ws(P+ε ) lies in the cone (shaded region) covered by the forward
flow of the local projection of Wu(P−) near P+ onto Wu(P+), then a local defect solution near P+ε exists.
Right panel: the Jacobian of P+ has a complex pair of eigenvalues with positive real part and countably many
local defect solutions near P+ε exist. See section 3.2 for the details behind this figure.
defect solutions. We call this eigenvalue the leading unstable eigenvalue ν`+1; see also [35] and
section 3.1.
Theorem 1.9. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 and some transversality conditions hold and
that
dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) > 1.
If the leading unstable eigenvalue of the Jacobian of P+ is complex valued, then, for ε > 0
small enough, system (1.4) possesses countably many local defect solutions near P+ε .
If the leading unstable eigenvalue of the Jacobian of P+ is real valued, then, for ε > 0
small enough, system (1.4) possesses at least one local defect solution near P+ε as long as the
(perturbed) system meets a twist condition.
A geometric interpretation of the twist condition is given in the left panel of Figure 4. It
should be noted that the twist condition is directly determined by the way Wu(P−) twists
around Γ as it travels from P− to P+. Thus, to explicitly validate such a condition, one
needs to obtain information on the global behavior of Wu(P−), which is in general a very
hard problem—see, however, section 4.2 for an explicit example where we can obtain this
information on the global behavior of Wu(P−).
For the transparency of the presentation, we have kept the formulation and statement of
Theorem 1.9 at a nonprecise, nontechnical level. In section 3, we provide and prove analytically
precise statements on various subcases leading to, and extending, Theorem 1.9. More specifi-
cally, we quantify the twist condition(s) in terms of a normal form of the unperturbed system
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 665
(1.4). In section 3.2, we first analyze the n = 3 case in detail and carefully formulate and
prove two results, Theorems 3.3 and 3.6, that together establish the statement of Theorem 1.9
for n = 3. Next, in section 3.3, we analyze general n-dimensional systems and establish The-
orems 3.9 and 3.10, which together can be interpreted as (more carefully formulated versions
of) Theorem 1.9. In section 3.3.2, we consider the impact of the strong unstable eigenvalues of
the Jacobian of P+, i.e., the nonleading unstable eigenvalues, on the existence of local defect
solutions in n-dimensional systems (1.1) with n ≥ 4. It is shown that there are various types
of twist conditions, describing the existence of a unique local defect solution near P+ε up to
asymptotically many local defect solutions near P+ε ; see in particular Theorems 3.11 and 3.12.
In section 4, we first consider stationary defect solutions to a heterogeneous perturbation
of an extended Fisher–Kolmogorov (eFK) equation [11, 12, 53, 65]. Following [53], we bring
the problem in its canonical form,
(1.8)
d4u
dξ4
+ β
d2u
dξ2
− u+ u3 =
{
0, ξ ≤ 0,
εg(u, uξ, uξξ, uξξξ), ξ > 0,
where g is a sufficiently smooth function, β < 0, and 0 < ε 1. We utilize the result of this
manuscript and [53] to prove the existence of countably many local defect solutions in the
above problem.
Second, in section 4.2, we discuss the existence of local defect solutions in the generalized
three-component FHN system (1.2) with a defect. Written as a system of six first order ODEs,
it is given by 
uξ = p ,
pξ = −u+ u3 + ε(αv + βw + γ(ξ)) ,
vξ = εq ,
qξ = ε(v − u) ,
wξ =
ε
Dr ,
rξ =
ε
D (w − u)
(1.9)
with ξ := x/ε, α, β ∈ R, D > 1, 0 < ε 1, and γ(ξ) as in (1.3). The dimensions of the unstable
and stable manifolds of the equilibrium points of interest to us are equal and bigger than one
and the corresponding eigenvalues are real valued. Although this system is not exactly of the
type (1.1) (see Remark 1.13), we can apply the geometric approach of this manuscript and
deduce that a twist condition decides about the existence of local defect solutions as shown in
the right panel of Figure 1. Note that it is general very tricky to check the twist conditions
since they are obtained from global information and they are based on the normal form of the
unperturbed system (1.4). However, for the problem at hand we can use its singular perturbed
nature to geometrically interpret these twist conditions to prove the existence of pinned local
defect front solutions and pinned local defect pulse solutions.
We end the manuscript with a summary of the results and an outlook to future projects;
see section 5.
Remark 1.10. Throughout this manuscript, we use the same color coding as is used in
Figure 4. Blue trajectories represent trajectories on Ws,u(P−) of the unperturbed problem
(1.4), while red trajectories represent trajectories onWs,u(P+ε ) of the fully perturbed problemDo
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666 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
(1.5). Intersections of these trajectories, i.e., defect points, give rise to defect solutions of (1.1).
In the remainder of the manuscript, we no longer explicitly state the underlying systems
where the stable and unstable manifolds belong to since it should be clear from the context,
formulation, and/or color coding.
Remark 1.11. In Hypothesis H2, we assumed that (1.4) possesses a heteroclinic orbit Γ
connecting P− to P+ in forward time. In the case that P+ = P−, we actually have a
homoclinic orbit and we note that results on local defect solutions near P+ε carry over. In
particular, since P+ = P−, we have by default that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) . So,
for the existence of local defect solutions near P+ε , we are always in the most interesting
situation that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)), and the number of local defect solutions that
(1.1) possess can range from zero to countably many; see Theorems 1.8 and 1.9.
Remark 1.12. The results of Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 about the existence of local defect
solutions near P+ε do not directly translate to the existence of local defect solutions near P
−
by merely inverting time and the role of P− and P+, since Hypothesis H2 does not imply
that the fully perturbed system (1.5) also possesses a heteroclinic orbit (see, for instance, the
final example of section 2.1). On the other hand, and roughly speaking, Hypothesis H2 does
provide the existence of an “almost” heteroclinic connection, up to O(ε) corrections. This
orbit can also be the foundation on which local defect solutions near P− may be built. We
refrain from going into the details here—see also the discussion in section 5.
Remark 1.13. All results obtained in this manuscript for (1.1) can be generalized to hold
for ε-dependent systems of the form
(1.10) u˙ =
{
f(u; ε), t ≤ 0,
f(u; ε) + εg(u; ε), t > 0 ,
as long as u˙ = f(u; ε), t ∈ R, fulfills Hypotheses H1 and H2 and as long as the perturbation
εg(u; ε) is generic and such that the signs and order of the real parts of the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian of the equilibrium points of u˙ = f(u; ε) and u˙ = f(u; ε) + εg(u; ε) are the same.
However, for clarity of the presentation, we decided to derive the results not for (1.10) but
rather for the simpler system (1.1). Note that (1.9) is actually of the form of (1.10) and not
of (1.1). We refer to section 4.2 for more details on this particular system (1.9).
2. Planar examples and preliminaries. Before we prove the main results of this
manuscript, we further demonstrate the complexity and subtle nature of the problem at hand
by examining defect solutions to a particular perturbed planar Fisher–Kolmogorov/Petrovsky/
Piskunov (KPP) equation [28, 43] and in general planar systems of ODEs. Afterward, we
prove Lemma 1.7 concerning the existence and uniqueness of trivial defect solutions and The-
orem 1.8 concerning local defect solutions near P+ε for the situations where dim(Wu(P−)) 6=
dim(Wu(P+)) or dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = 1.
2.1. Global defect solutions in a perturbed stationary Fisher-KPP equation. We con-
sider a perturbation of the stationary Fisher-KPP equation to illustrate our geometric ap-
proach and the theme of the manuscript. Furthermore, we highlight the potential complexity
of global defect solutions by showing that for specific perturbations the perturbed stationary
Fisher-KPP equation supports arbitrary many global defect solutions.
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 667
Consider
(2.1)
(
u˙
p˙
)
=

(
p
u− u2
)
, t ≤ 0 ,(
p+ εg1(u, p)
u− u2 + εg2(u, p)
)
, t > 0 ,
where g1 and g2 are sufficiently smooth functions and ε is a small parameter. The unperturbed
equation of (2.1) is given by
(2.2)
(
u˙
p˙
)
=
(
p
u− u2
)
,
while the fully perturbed equation is given by
(2.3)
(
u˙
p˙
)
=
(
p+ εg1(u, p)
u− u2 + εg2(u, p)
)
.
Note that the ODE (2.1) is a bit more general than can be expected from the direct stationary
ODE reduction of a Fisher-KPP equation with a general small jump-type heterogeneity
(2.4) ut =
∂2u
∂x2
− u+ u2 −
{
0, x ≤ 0,
εg2(u,
du
dx), x > 0.
Thus, (2.1) corresponds to the stationary problem associated with (2.4) with
g1(u, p) ≡ 0.
The unperturbed equation (2.2) possesses an isolated homoclinic orbit Γ to the hyperbolic
equilibrium point P− = P+ = (0, 0). Moreover, it possesses an isolated equilibrium point at
(1, 0). Note that while Hypothesis H2 is satisfied, Hypothesis H1 is not satisfied since (1, 0)
is not hyperbolic. However, we look for defect solutions asymptoting to the other equilibrium
point (which is hyperbolic) and therefore the nonhyperbolic nature of (1, 0) is not important
for the rersults to hold; see also Remark 1.3. So, if we assume that the perturbation is generic
near the origin (see Definition 1.2), then the results of this manuscript establish that (2.1)
always supports a unique trivial defect solution (see Lemma 1.7), while local defect solutions
generically do not exist for this example since dim(Wu(P−)) = 1 (see Theorem 1.8). A
typical sketch ofWs,u(P−) of (2.2) andWs,u(P+ε ) of (2.3) for a generic perturbation is shown
in Figure 5. The manifolds Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) intersect in two defect points; one yields
a trivial defect solution, while the other one yields a global defect solution and local defect
solutions do not exist.
As was already noticed, global defect solutions are extremely involved to study in the
general case for general systems (1.1). However, for this problem one can use its underlying
Hamiltonian structure to show the potential richness of global defect solutions. For example,
for the nongeneric perturbation g1 = 0 and g2 = −u+ 2u2, system (2.1) has two global defect
solutions. This can be seen from the fact that the fully perturbed system
(2.5)
(
u˙
p˙
)
=
(
p
u− u2 + ε(2u2 − u)
)
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t = 0
t = 0
P+"
Ws(P+" )
Wu(P+" )P 
Wu(P )
Ws(P )
t = 0
P  P
+
"
t = 0
P+"
P  t = 0
P+"
P 
t = 0
P  P
+
"
Figure 5. Middle panel: a typical sketch of Ws,u(P−) of (2.2) (blue) and Ws,u(P+ε ) of (2.3) (red) for a
generic perturbation. Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) intersect twice (indicated by the black dots); one corresponds to a
trivial defect solution of (2.1) (left panel) and one to a global defect solution of (2.1) (right panel).
t = 0P  = P+"
P 
P  = P+"
t = 0
t = 0
Wu(P )
Ws(P )
Ws(P+" )
Wu(P+" )
Figure 6. Left panel: the stable and unstable manifold of P− of (2.2) and the stable and unstable manifold
of P+ε of (2.5). Both defect points (indicated by the black dots) correspond to global defect solutions and these
two global defect solutions are shown in the right panel.
still has a homoclinic orbit to (0, 0) and this homoclinic orbit intersects the homoclinic orbit
Γ of the unperturbed system (2.2) twice. Both intersections are far away from the origin
yielding two global defect solutions. The left panel of Figure 6 shows the phase portraits of
(2.2) and (2.5), and the two corresponding global defect solutions of (2.1) with g1 = 0 and
g2 = −u+ 2u2 are shown in the right panel.
Actually, it can be shown by using the Hamiltonian structure of the problem that for
a nongeneric perturbation of the form g1(u, p) = 0 and g2(u, p) = −u + 2u2 + p/N with
N > 0, (2.1) supports many distinct global defect solutions. In particular, (2.1) supports
an arbitrary, but finite, number of global defect solutions for increasing N . Note that the
p-dependence of this particular perturbation breaks the reversibility symmetry of the original
system and consequently the fully perturbed system (2.3) no longer possesses a homoclinic
orbit. See Figure 7 for an example where six different global defect solutions exist: two
global defect 1-pulse solutions, two global defect 2-pulse solutions, and two global defect 3-
pulse solutions. One of these 3-pulse global defect solutions is shown in the right panel of
Figure 7. Note that the fact that the perturbation (g1, g2) is nongeneric is irrelevant to the
above observations: similar, but technically slightly more involved, examples can be given
with generic perturbations.
2.2. Local defect solutions near P+ε in planar systems. We mainly focus on local defect
solutions near P+ε in this manuscript, since the existence of trivial defect solutions is straight-
forward (see Lemma 1.7) and, as can be seen from the previous example, the analysis of global
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P  = P+"
t = 0
P  = P+"t = 0
Wu(P )
Ws(P )
Wu(P+" )
Ws(P+" )
Figure 7. Left panel: sketch of (2.1) with g1(u, p) = 0 and g2(u, p) = −u + 2u2 + p/N for certain N > 0.
Six different defect points (indicated by the black and gray dots) yield six different global defect solutions. Right
panel: the global defect 3-pulse solution created by the black defect point in the left panel.
defect solutions requires the full control of the global flows of both (1.4) and (1.5) near the
heteroclinic orbit Γ, which is a very hard problem in a general setting—see, however, [31] for
an example of how this can be done in a singularly perturbed six-dimensional system associ-
ated with (1.2). See also Remark 1.12 and section 5 for a brief discussion of the existence of
local defect solutions near P−.
As can be seen from Theorems 1.8 and 1.9, the dimensions of Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) play
a crucial role in determining the (non)existence of local defect solutions near P+ε in planar
systems (as well as in systems with n ≥ 3). By the hyperbolicity assumption in Hypothesis
H1, we have that
(2.6) dim(Ws(P+ε )) = dim(Ws(P+)) = n− dim(Wu(P+)).
Furthermore, by the assumption in Hypothesis H2 that the unperturbed system (1.4) supports
a heteroclinic orbit Γ, we have
(2.7) dim(Wu(P−)) ≥ 1 and dim(Wu(P+)) ≤ n− 1 .
The latter two statements, (2.6) and (2.7), are true for general n and do not hold only for
planar systems. We distinguish between several cases:
• dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)). For dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)) and for a generic
perturbation εg(u) with ε > 0 small enough, system (1.1) with n = 2 supports a
continuous family of local defect solutions near P+ε . This result can be obtained
from a simple dimension counting argument. Since dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)),
we have that dim(Wu(P−)) ∈ {1, 2}. If dim(Wu(P−)) = 2, we have by (2.6) that
dim(Ws(P+ε )) ∈ {1, 2}. So, generically, the intersection Wu(P−)∩Ws(P+ε ) is at least
one-dimensional. SinceWs,u(P+) andWs,u(P+ε ) are locally parallel near P+,Wu(P+)
and Ws(P+ε ) actually intersect in an O(ε) neighborhood of P+ (and P+ε ). (This
intersection actually creates the unique trivial defect solution connecting P+ to P+ε ; see
Lemma 1.7.) Moreover, by Hypothesis H2 we know that Γ is minimally nontransversal
and this guarantees that at least part of the one-dimensional intersection ofWu(P−)∩
Ws(P+ε ) occurs near P+ε , creating a continuous family of local defect solutions near
P+ε . A typical phase portrait in the case that the Jacobian of P
− has real eigenvalues
and dim(Ws(P+ε )) = 1 is shown in Figure 8. If dim(Wu(P−)) = 1, we have thatDo
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P  P
+
P+"
 
Wu(P )
Ws(P+" )
Wu(P+" )
t = 0 Ws(P+)
Wu(P+)
Figure 8. For dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)) there generically exist a continuous family of local defect
solutions near P+ε in a planar system. That is, Wu(P−) and Ws(P−ε ) intersect in a line (indicated by the
black dots) near P+ε . Each of these intersections corresponds to a defect point creating a local defect solution.
In this figure, we have dim(Wu(P−)) = 2 > 1 = dim(Wu(P+)) and we assume that the Jacobian of P− has
real eigenvalues.
P+
P  P Wu(P )
Ws(P )
 
t = 0
P+
P+"
Ws(P+" )
Ws(P+)
Ws(P+" )
Ws(P )
Wu(P )
t = 0
 
P+"
Figure 9. For dim(Wu(P−)) > dim(Wu(P+)) there exists a continuous family of local defect solutions
near P+ε in a planar system. In this figure, we have dim(Wu(P−)) = 1 > 0 = dim(Wu(P+)). Left panel: the
Jacobian of P+ has two real negative simple eigenvalues. Right panel: the Jacobian of P+ has a complex pair
of eigenvalues with negative real part.
dim(Wu(P+)) = 0 and by (2.6) dim(Ws(P+)) = dim(Ws(P+ε )) = 2. So, generically,
the intersectionWu(P−)∩Ws(P+ε ) is one-dimensional. In fact, any point onWu(P−)
that is O(ε) close to P+ can be chosen as defect point since P+ε is asymptotically
stable. So, we again have a continuous family of local defect solutions. Two typical
phase portraits are shown in in Figure 9.
• dim(Wu(P−)) < dim(Wu(P+)). This case is not possible in the planar setting by
(2.7) with n = 2.
• dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)). For the planar case it follows from (2.7) with n = 2
that we necessarily have that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = 1 (i.e., we are still
in the case of Theorem 1.8). So, all equilibrium points of interest Wu,s(P±) and
Wu,s(P±ε ) are saddles. In this case, for a generic perturbation with ε > 0 small enough,
(1.1) with n = 2 does not support local defect solutions near P+ε . Generically, two one-
dimensional manifolds intersect in a point in a two-dimensional space. However, the
perturbation is assumed to be generic near P+ and therefore the stable and unstable
manifold of P+ and P+ε are locally parallel. So, Ws(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) generically doDo
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Ws(P+" )
Wu(P )
Wu(P+)
P  P
+
P+"
 
P 
P+
  P+"
Wu(P ) Ws(P+" )
Ws(P )Ws(P )
Ws(P+) Ws(P+)W
u(P+)
Wu(P+" )
Wu(P+" )
Figure 10. Left panel: for dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = 1 a generic perturbation does not lead to
a local defect solution in a planar system near P+ε since the stable and unstable manifolds of P
+ and P+ε
are locally parallel. Therefore, Γ cannot intersect with Ws(P+ε ) near P+ε . A trivial defect solution connecting
P+ to P+ε does exist since Wu(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) intersect for generic perturbations and also a global defect
solution may exist (this is indicated by the red dotted trajectory). Right panel: in the case of dim(Wu(P−)) =
dim(Wu(P+)) = 1 a nongeneric perturbation may lead to a local defect solution in a planar system.
not intersect in a O(ε) neighborhood near P+ε (see also Figure 2). Near P+ we have
that Γ =Wu(P−) ⊂ Ws(P+). So, we also get that Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) generically
do not intersect in an O(ε) neighborhood near P+ε . Thus, local defect solutions near
P+ε generically do not exist in this case. See also the left panel of Figure 10. Observe
that the perturbed Fisher-KPP equation (2.1) with a generic perturbation near the
origin is an example of this case where dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = 1; see
Figure 5.
The existence of global defect solutions cannot be excluded (nor guaranteed). See the left
panel of Figure 10. In the right panel of Figure 10 it is shown that local defect solutions may
exist if Hypothesis H3 is dropped, i.e., if P+ε can be sufficiently close to Wsloc(P+).
2.3. Proof of Lemma 1.7. We now return to the n-dimensional setting and prove
Lemma 1.7.
Proof. A trivial defect solution lies in the intersection of Wu(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) near P+
and we distinguish two cases.
Case 1. dim(Wu(P+)) ∈ {0, n}.
This is the trivial case, where the equilibrium points P+ and P+ε only have stable or
unstable directions. If dim(Wu(P+)) = 0, then the equilibrium point P+ of (1.5) is asymp-
totically stable. That is, there exists a δ such that all points starting in a δ neighborhood of
P+ converge to P+. For ε = ε(δ) small enough, P+ε lies inside this δ neighborhood of P
+.
Since P+ε is also asymptotically stable it attracts points inside a δ˜ neighborhood of P
+
ε , where
δ˜ is to leading order in ε equal to δ. Therefore, P+ lies inside this δ˜ neighborhood of P+ε and
there is a unique orbit u(t) in the fully perturbed system (1.5) starting at P+ at t = 0 which
tends to P+ε for t→∞. The unique defect solution Γε(t) of (1.1) is now given by
Γε(t) =
{
P+, t ≤ 0,
u(t), t > 0.
Similarly, if dim(Wu(P+)) = n, then the equilibrium point P+ of (1.4) has only unstable
directions and we can choose ε small enough such that the unperturbed system (1.4) has a
unique orbit u(t) starting at P+ε at t = 0 which tends to P
+ for t→ −∞. Consequently, (1.1)
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t = 0
P+"
P+
t = 0
P+"
P+t = 0
P+"
P+
 "(t) "(t)
 "(t)
Striv
Striv Striv
Figure 11. Left two panels: trivial defect solutions in the planar case for dim(Wu(P+)) = 0 (left) and
dim(Wu(P+)) = 2 (middle) in the case that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of P+ are real. In the case of
complex or repeated eigenvalues, we obtain trivial defect solutions in a similar fashion. Right panel: a trivial
defect solution in the planar case for dim(Wu(P+)) = 1. The black dot indicates the defect point Striv, where
we switch from the unperturbed system (1.4) to the fully perturbed system (1.5). For convenience we already
implicitly assumed that (1.1) has been transformed into its normal form (3.1) such that the unstable and stable
manifolds are along the x-axis and the y-axis.
has a unique defect solution Γε(t) given by
Γε(t) =
{
u(t), t ≤ 0,
P+ε , t > 0.
Case 2. dim(Wu(P+)) 6∈ {0, n}.
The manifolds Ws(P+) and Wu(P+) intersect transversally and uniquely at P+, and by
the local stable and unstable manifold theorem (e.g., [48]), the stable and unstable mani-
folds of P+ε are locally within the O(ε) neighborhood of those of P+. Moreover, they are
to leading order parallel. Therefore, generically the manifolds Wu(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) also
intersect transversally in a uniquely defined (zero-dimensional) defect point O(ε) close to P+
and P+ε .
See also Figure 11 for planar examples of both cases. As it turns out, the uniquely defined
defect point that creates a trivial defect solution near P+ is also important for the proofs of
the (non)existence of local defect solutions near P+ε . Therefore, we label this defect point Striv
and it is indicated by the black dots in Figure 11.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.8. Proof. By Hypothesis H2, we know that the unperturbed
system (1.4) possesses a heteroclinic orbit Γ connecting P− and P+. So, dim(Wu(P−)) ≥ 1
and dim(Ws(P+)) = dim(Ws(P+ε ) ≥ 1. Moreover, since P+ is assumed to be a hyperbolic
equilibrium point, we also have that dim(Wu(P+)) ≤ n − 1. For convenience, we introduce
k± and `± denoting the dimension of the unstable, respectively, stable, manifold of P±. That
is, dim(Wu(P±)) =: k± and dim(Ws(P±)) =: `± = n− k±.
We first prove the first statement of the theorem by showing that there are generically
no local defect solutions near P+ε if dim(Wu(P−)) = k− < k+ = dim(Wu(P+)). By the
assumption that P± are hyperbolic equilibrium points, we have that
dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+)) = k− + `+ = n− (k+ − k−) < n
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since k+ > k−. Therefore, the assumption that there exist a heteroclinic orbit Γ in the
unperturbed system (1.4) is nongeneric (since generically two manifolds for which the sum of
their dimensions is less than n do not intersect in n-dimensional space) and the minimally
nontransversal assumption of Hypothesis H2 implies that Γ is one-dimensional and isolated.
Similarly, dim(Wu(P−)) + dim(Ws(P+ε )) < n, since dim(Ws(P+)) = dim(Ws(P+ε )).
Moreover, since Ws(P+) and Ws(P+ε ) are locally parallel, Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) generically
do not intersect in an O(ε) neighborhood of P+ε : Ws(P+ε ) is also translated from Ws(P+)
along the missing (k+− k−)-dimensions and therefore Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) do not intersect
near P+ε . Hypothesis H3 is essential for the application of this argument—if Hypothesis H3
does not hold, counterexamples can be constructed along the lines of the right panel of Fig-
ure 10.
Next, we prove that there are no local defect solutions near P+ε if dim(Wu(P−)) = k− =
k+ = dim(Wu(P+)) = 1. In this case, in a small enough δ neighborhood near P+ we have
that Γ =Wu(P−) ⊂ Ws(P+). That is, near P+ the unstable manifoldWu(P−) is completely
contained in stable manifold Ws(P+). By the hypotheses the perturbation is assumed to be
generic andWs(P+ε ) andWs(P+) are locally parallel. Therefore,Ws(P+) andWs(P+ε ) do not
intersect within a ε neighborhood of P+ε (ε = ε(δ)). Consequently, since Wu(P−) ⊂ Ws(P+)
near P+, Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) do not intersect near P+ε .
Finally, we prove that (1.1) possesses a continuous family of local defect solutions near
P+ε if dim(Wu(P−)) = k− > k+ = dim(Wu(P+)). In this case, we have that dim(Wu(P−)) +
dim(Ws(P+ε )) > n. Therefore, generically Wu(P−) and Ws(P+ε ) intersect in a continuous
family of orbits since Ws(P+ε ) and Wu(P−) are not parallel because Ws(P+) and Wu(P−)
are not parallel.
To show that this continuous family exists near P+ε , we distinguish between two cases.
First, if dim(Ws(P+)) = n, we can choose an ε small enough such that there is a unique
solution u¯(t) to the fully perturbed system (1.5) connecting P+ at t = 0 to P+ε for t → ∞;
see the proof of Lemma 1.7. Moreover, P+ε attracts points inside a δ˜ neighborhood around
P+ε and P
+ lies inside this δ˜ neighborhood. Since there exists a heteroclinic orbit Γ in (1.4)
connecting P− and P+, we have that part ofWu(P−) gets arbitrarily close to P+. Therefore,
also part of Wu(P−) lies inside the δ˜ neighborhood around P+ε . We can create a continuous
family of local defect solutions near P+ε by parameterizing t such that we switch between the
systems at any of these points on Wu(P−) inside this δ˜ neighborhood.
Second, if 0 < dim(Ws(P+)) < n, we have by the minimally nontransversal assumption
of Hypothesis H3 that Wu(P−) near P+ is higher-dimensional than Γ. Moreover, Wu(P+)
and Ws(P+ε ) intersect near P+ε at Striv (see the previous section). Consequently, there are
trajectories in Wu(P−) that get arbitrarily close to P+ and then continue to follow the part
ofWu(P+) that intersects withWs(P+ε ). Therefore, these trajectories intersectWs(P+ε ) near
Striv, creating a continuous family of local defect solutions near P
+
ε .
3. Local defect solutions for dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) > 1. In section 2.3,
we showed the existence of unique trivial defect solutions and in section 2.4 the (non)existence
of local defect solutions near P+ε if dim(Wu(P−)) 6= dim(Wu(P+)) or dim(Wu(P−)) =
dim(Wu(P+)) = 1. That is, we proved Lemma 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 of section 1.2. These
proofs were primarily based on geometrical arguments. To prove the existence of local defect
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674 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
solutions near P+ε in the critical case dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) > 1, that is, to prove
Theorem 1.9, we need a more analytical approach.
In order to do so, we first introduce an appropriate normal form for the unperturbed
system (1.4); see section 3.1. Next, in section 3.2, we prove Theorem 1.9 for systems in three-
dimensional space, since this is the lowest-dimensional, and therefore the most transparent,
setting for which we can have dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) > 1 under the assumption that
the unperturbed system (1.4) supports a heteroclinic orbit Γ connecting P− to P+. This
lowest-dimensional case allows us to best explain and highlight the crucial aspects of the
rather technical proofs. In section 3.3, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.9. In particular,
we discuss how the results for n = 3 generalize to the general n-dimensional case.
3.1. Normal form of the unperturbed system (1.4). The defect point of local defect
solutions near P+ε , i.e., the point where the switch between the two systems is made at t = 0,
lies nearby P+ and we assume, without loss of generality, that P+ is located at the origin.
Consequently, P+ε lies in an ε neighborhood of the origin. Moreover, by assumption, P
+
is a hyperbolic equilibrium point of the unperturbed system (1.4), while P+ε is a hyperbolic
equilibrium point of the fully perturbed system (1.5). So, for u close to P+, that is, |u| = O(δ)
with δ sufficiently small, we have
u˙ = fu(0)u+O(δ2) ,
where fu(0) is the Jacobian of (1.4) at P
+ = 0.
To examine the twist of the unstable manifold coming from a far equilibrium point P−
near P+ (see, for example, Figure 4), we need to separate the leading eigenvalues of fu(0)
from the remaining eigenvalues, which we label the strong eigenvalues [35]. By Hypothesis H2
all the eigenvalues of fu(0) are simple, and we order the eigenvalues of fu(0) according to their
real parts,
<(ν1) ≤ <(ν2) ≤ · · · ≤ <(ν`) < 0 < <(ν`+1) ≤ · · · ≤ <(νn) .
That is, fu(0) has ` stable eigenvalues and k = n − ` unstable eigenvalues. We single out
the leading stable eigenvalue(s) νls and the leading unstable eigenvalue(s) νlu, i.e., the stable,
respectively, unstable, eigenvalues of fu(0) with real parts closest to zero. That is, ν
ls = ν`
if ν` is real valued and ν
ls
1 = ν` and ν
ls
2 = ν`−1 if ν` is complex valued and similar for νlu.
The remaining eigenvalues are called strong eigenvalues and we introduce the real numbers
λss,uu such that λss is smaller than the real part of νls but larger than the real parts of the
strong stable eigenvalues. We define λuu in a similar fashion: λuu is larger than the real part
of νlu but smaller than the real parts of the strong unstable eigenvalues. For example, if all
eigenvalues are real valued, then we have the following ordering:
<(ν1) < <(ν2) < · · · < <(ν`−1) < λss < <(ν` = νls) < 0 < <(ν`+1 = νlu) < λuu
< <(ν`+2) · · · < <(νn) .
Next, we choose local coordinates such that
u =: (x, y) =: (xls, xss, ylu, yuu) ∈ Els ⊕ Ess ⊕ Elu ⊕ Euu .
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Here, Els is the stable eigenspace of fu(0) spanned by the eigenvector(s) belonging to the
leading stable eigenvalue(s) νls and Ess the stable eigenspace of fu(0) spanned by the eigen-
vectors belonging to the strong stable eigenvalues with real parts less than λss. Similarly, Elu
is the unstable eigenspace of fu(0) spanned by the eigenvector(s) belonging to the leading un-
stable eigenvalue(s) νlu and Euu the unstable eigenspace of fu(0) spanned by the eigenvectors
belonging to the strong unstable eigenvalues with real parts larger than λuu. Moreover, we
denote the full stable eigenspace of fu(0) by E
s and the full unstable eigenspace by Eu. We
thus have Es = Els ⊕ Ess and Eu = Elu ⊕ Euu.
Lemma 3.1 (Proposition 3.1 of [35]). There exists a smooth coordinate transformation u 7→
(xls, xss, ylu, yuu) such that near the origin the unperturbed system (1.4) transforms into
(3.1)

x˙ls = Alsxls +O ((|xls|2 + |xss|)|y|) ,
x˙ss = Assxss +O (|xls|2 + |xss|(|x|+ |y|)) ,
y˙lu = Aluylu +O ((|ylu|2 + |yuu|)|x|) ,
y˙uu = Auuyuu +O (|ylu|2 + |yuu|(|x|+ |y|)) ,
where x = (xls, xss) ∈ Els ⊕ Ess = Es, y = (ylu, yuu) ∈ Elu ⊕ Euu = Eu, and Als,ss,lu,uu
are such that σ(Als) = νls or {νls1 , νls2 } (in the case that the leading stable eigenvalues are
complex valued), σ(Ass) = σ(fu(0))∩{<(ν) < λss}, σ(Alu) = νlu or {νlu1 , νlu2 }, and σ(Auu) =
σ(fu(0)) ∩ {<(ν) > λuu}.
The proof of this lemma follows from a series of coordinate transformations; see, for
example, [13, 35, 59] and references therein.
3.2. n = 3. In three dimensions, Hypotheses H1–H3 immediately imply that
dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = 2 and dim(Ws(P+)) = dim(Ws(P+ε )) = 1. Thus, the
Jacobians of P+ and P+ε have one negative real valued eigenvalue and two eigenvalues with
positive real part. These two unstable eigenvalues with positive real part either are both real
valued (and different by Hypothesis H2) or form a complex conjugate pair. Consequently,
the general normal form as stated in Lemma 3.1 is too elaborate for the three-dimensional
setting. For example, the eigenspace Ess is always empty and, in addition, the eigenspace
Euu is empty in the case that the Jacobian of P+ has two unstable complex conjugated eigen-
values. Therefore, and with a slight abuse of notation, we simplify the expression for the
general n-dimensional normal form (3.1) to two different versions in three dimensions, each
representing one of the two different possible configurations of the unstable eigenvalues of the
Jacobian of P+, which is still assumed to be located at the origin. We get
(3.2)

x˙ = −λ1x+ xh1(x, y1, y2),
y˙1 = λ2y1 + y1h2(x, y1, y2),
y˙2 = λ3y2 + y2h3(x, y1, y2),
and
(3.3)

x˙ = −λ1x+ xh4(x, y1, y2),
y˙1 = αy1 + βy2 + y1h5(x, y1, y2) + y2h6(x, y1, y2),
y˙2 = −βy1 + αy2 + y1h7(x, y1, y2) + y2h8(x, y1, y2),Do
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where λ1 > 0, and λ3 > λ2 > 0, α, β > 0 such that α ± iβ = ν2,3, and hj = O(|x| + |y1| +
|y2|)(j = 1, 2, . . . , 8). Note that indeed both normal forms, including the existence and the
magnitudes of the hj ’s, can directly be obtained from (3.1) and [35] with x
ls = x, xss ≡ 0,
and ylu = y1, y
uu = y2 in the real case, while y
uu ≡ 0, ylu = (y1, y2) in the complex case. In
fact, the results of Lemma 3.1 are stronger than used here. Furthermore, we use λi in (3.2)
and (3.3) (and in the remainder of section 3) to denote the absolute magnitude of the real
valued eigenvalues instead of νi used in the previous section; see in particular (3.1). That is,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and νi real valued we have 0 < λi = −νi, while for ` + 1 ≤ i ≤ n and νi real
valued we have 0 < λi = νi. The advantage of the current notation is that by default all λi’s
are positive.
Based on the normal forms (3.2) and (3.3) and by Hypotheses H1–H3, the heterogeneously
perturbed system (1.1) with n = 3 can, near P+, be written as
(3.4)
 x˙y˙1
y˙2
 =

−λ1x+ xh1(x, y1, y2)λ2y1 + y1h2(x, y1, y2)
λ3y2 + y2h3(x, y1, y2)
 , t < 0,
−λ1x+ xh1(x, y1, y2)λ2y1 + y1h2(x, y1, y2)
λ3y2 + y2h3(x, y1, y2)
+ ε
g1(x, y1, y2)g2(x, y1, y2)
g3(x, y1, y2)
 , t > 0,
or
(3.5)
 x˙y˙1
y˙2
 =

 −λ1x+ xh4(x, y1, y2)αy1 + βy2 + y1h5(x, y1, y2) + y2h6(x, y1, y2)
−βy1 + αy2 + y1h7(x, y1, y2) + y2h8(x, y1, y2)
 , t < 0,
 −λ1x+ xh4(x, y1, y2)αy1 + βy2 + y1h5(x, y1, y2) + y2h6(x, y1, y2)
−βy1 + αy2 + y1h7(x, y1, y2) + y2h8(x, y1, y2)
+ ε
g4(x, y1, y2)g5(x, y1, y2)
g6(x, y1, y2)
 , t > 0,
based on the nature of the unstable eigenvalues of the Jacobian of P+. Here gi(x, y1, y2),
i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, are sufficiently smooth and of O(1) with respect to ε.
If a local defect solution Γε(t) near P
+
ε —which we shall denote by γld(t) from now on—
exists, then by the definition of local defect solutions near P+ε (see Definition 1.4), the entire
{t ≥ 0}-part of γld(t) must approximate P+ε in the limit ε ↓ 0. We define the asymptotic
expression ρ(ε) measuring the distance between the local defect solution γld(t) and the equi-
librium point P+ε by
(3.6) ρ(ε) = |γld(0)− P+ε |
and conclude that, by definition, limε↓0 ρ(ε) = 0.
In the unperturbed systems (3.2) and (3.3), the stable manifold Ws(P+) is locally given
by the x-axis: {y1 = y2 = 0}. Hence, by the existence of the heteroclinic connection Γ
(Hypothesis H2), the two-dimensional manifold Wu(P−) contains the x-axis near P+. This
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implies that for a δ small enough, Wu(P−) intersects the {x = δ}-plane transversally. Fur-
thermore, the flow of systems (3.2) and (3.3) is dominated by their linear components in a
O(δ) neighborhood near the origin.
To enable the upcoming local analysis by which the existence of a local defect solution is
established, we need to tune the choices of ε and the second small parameter δ > 0. Note that
δ is independent of ε since the unperturbed systems (3.2) and (3.3) are independent of ε. We
choose δ small enough, so that Wu(P−) intersects the {x = δ}-plane transversally in a region
in phase space where the flow is, to leading order in δ, linear. For a given choice of δ, we
choose ε such that the jump of the potential local defect solution from the t ≤ 0-subsystem
to the t > 0-subsystem of (1.1) appears, in the normalized systems (3.4) and (3.5), with an x-
coordinate that is sufficiently smaller than δ. That is, we assume that the heterogeneity starts
playing a role only after γld has passed through the {x = δ}-plane—see, however, Remark
3.7 in section 3.2.2. Hence, for a given δ, we choose ε such that ρ(ε) as defined in (3.6) is
sufficiently small. Moreover, in the upcoming analysis we also want P+ε to be within an O(δ)
neighborhood of P+. Since |P+(ε)| = O(ε), we thus also assume that ε is sufficiently small
with respect to δ. With these choices of δ and , we define the bounded one-dimensional
intersection Lδ ⊂W u(P−) ∩ {x = δ}; see also Figure 12.
Definition 3.2. The bounded curve Lδ is determined by the transversal intersection of
Wu(P−) with the disc {x = δ,
√
y21 + y
2
2 ≤ δ}.
Note that (δ, 0, 0) ∈ Lδ, since Ws(P+) coincides with the x-axis near P+. Although
the existence of Lδ follows by general geometrical considerations, its exact location, or more
precisely, its orientation within the {x = δ}-plane with respect to its center (δ, 0, 0), can be
established only by obtaining a full control over the two-dimensional manifold Wu(P−) as it
travels from P− to P+, while twisting about Γ. This is in general a very hard problem (see,
however, section 4.2). Nevertheless, by assuming that δ is small enough, we know that Lδ is,
to leading order, a straight interval. So, there are constants K1 and K2, (K1,K2) 6= (0, 0),
such that Lδ is given by
Lδ := {(x, y1, y2) | x = δ, K1y1 +K2y2 +O(|y1, y2|2) = 0,
√
y21 + y
2
2 ≤ δ} .(3.7)
Once again, even if one would have gone through all transformations by which the normal
forms (3.2) and (3.3) can be obtained from the general unperturbed system (1.4), it is in
general very hard to explicitly determine K1 and K2 for a given system. Moreover, in principle
the choice of δ determines the exact values of K1 and K2, i.e., K1,2 = K1,2(δ). Of course one
can scale the Kj ’s in (3.7): in the subsequent analysis, we assume that the largest of the
|Kj |’s—i.e., in absolute value—is scaled to one, so that the other is less than one in absolute
value and thus at most O(1) with respect to δ, or smaller. That is, one of the Kj ’s may be
asymptotically small in δ.
Note that the Kj ’s depend in a nontrivial way on δ in the case of the complex system
(3.5), in which Wu(P−) twists strongly as it approaches Wu(P+) (see Figures 4 and 14).
Nevertheless, we shall see that this is not a problem as the statement of upcoming Theorem
3.6 does not explicitly depend on K1, K2, and/or δ. However, in the real case the twist
condition that establishes the (non)existence of local defect solutions near P+ε is given in
terms of K1 and K2; see Theorem 3.3. Although the twist condition depends on δ through
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678 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
K1,2, the existence or nonexistence of local defect solutions can of course not depend on the
specific choice of the artificial parameter δ. For reasons closely related to this, one also needs
to be extra careful with the relative magnitudes of δ and ε: the analysis in the upcoming
sections will be of leading order in ε and we therefore assume that the Kj ’s are of O(1) with
respect to ε. As a consequence, for instance, we find that the statement “for ε sufficiently
small” may imply that ε δ(λ3−λ2)/λ1 , which is the order of magnitude of K1 (with K2 scaled
to 1). These issues are considered in detail in the next section; see in particular Corollary 3.4.
3.2.1. Case I: Distinct real unstable eigenvalues. We first prove the following special
version of Theorem 1.9, in the case of a three-dimensional system with two real and distinct
positive eigenvalues, and obtain an explicit version of the twist condition. However, it should
be noted that the twist condition (3.8) is written in terms of the normalized system (3.4) and
thus not in the general setting of (1.1).
Theorem 3.3. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold and that the Jacobian of P+ of system
(1.4) with n = 3 has one negative and two distinct positive real eigenvalues. Let ε and δ be
sufficiently small so that P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε) with |(x+ε , y+1,ε, y+2,ε)| = O(1) with respect to ε,
lies in a δ neighborhood of P+, and is such that both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0 (3.7). Then, (3.4)
supports a unique local defect solution near P+ε if and only if the following twist condition
holds:
(3.8) K1y
+
1,ε
(
K1y
+
1,ε +K2y
+
2,ε
)
< 0 .
Note that K1 = 0 implies that Wu(P−) is tangent to the {y2 = 0}-plane. This yields that
the two-dimensional manifoldsWu(P−) andWs⊕lu(P+)—the manifold associated to −λ1 < 0
and λ2 > 0 and approximated by E
s⊕Elu—intersect nontransversally across the heteroclinic
orbit Γ of Hypothesis H2 throughout the entire phase space of the unperturbed system (3.2).
Similarly, Wu(P−) and Ws⊕uu(P+)—the manifold associated to −λ1 < 0 and λ3 > 0 and
approximated by Es⊕Euu—intersect nontransversally across Γ if K2 = 0. Thus, the condition
that both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0 is another nondegeneracy condition. Observe also that indeed
both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0 if these intersections are both transversal.
Proof. The theorem will be proved by considering an O(δ) neighborhood of P+
(= (0, 0, 0)). By construction, this implies that all correction terms |xhk| and |yjhk| in (3.2)
are of O(δ2). For a given choice of δ, ε must be chosen such that P+ε = ε(x+ε , y+1,ε, y+2,ε) is in
an O(δ) neighborhood of P+.
To establish the existence of a unique local defect solution near P+ε , we need to construct
a solution γld(t) = (xld(t), y1,ld(t), y2,ld(t)) of (3.4) with γld(0) ∈ Ws(P+ε ) such that there is
a τ > 0 for which γld(−τ) ∈ Lδ ⊂ Wu(P−); see Figure 12. By the O(δ2) bounds on the
nonlinear terms in (3.2), we deduce that for −τ ≤ t ≤ 0 and of O(1) with respect to δ, we can
introduce the expressions ξld(t), η1,ld(t), and η2,ld(t), which are at most O(1) with respect to
δ, such that γld(−τ) can be written as
(3.9)
xld(−τ) = xld(0)eλ1τ (1 + δξld(−τ)) ,
y1,ld(−τ) = y1,ld(0)e−λ2τ (1 + δη1,ld(−τ)) ,
y2,ld(−τ) = y2,ld(0)e−λ3τ (1 + δη2,ld(−τ)) .Do
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P+"
 
P+
Wu(P )
Wu(P+)
Ws(P+" )
Wu(P+" )
y1
y2
x
L  ld( ⌧)
 ld(t)
{x =  }
 ld(0)
y1
y2
⇡(L )⇡( ld( ⌧))
P+
Wu(P+)
⇡( ld(0))
O( ( 3  2)/ 1)
Figure 12. Left panel: the bounded curve Lδ as intersection of Wu(P−) and the {x = δ}-plane and its
role in the construction of potential local defect solutions γld(t). Right panel: the projection of γld(t) and Lδ
near P+ on the (y1, y2)-plane. After a projected orbit has passed through pi(Lδ) it can only reach points in
the shaded regions of the (y1, y2)-plane, i.e., points ε(y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε) of P
+
ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε) that satisfy the twist
condition (3.8). In particular, if the equilibrium point P+ε is such that ε(y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε) lies in one of the two white
regions, then (3.4) (and thus (1.1)) does not possess local defect solutions near P+ε .
Since the analysis takes place in an O(δ) neighborhood of P+, we know that |xld(0)|, |y1,ld(0)|,
and |y2,ld(0)| are at most of O(δ). However, by Hypotheses H1 and H2 we know much more:
|P+ε | = O(ε) and the one-dimensional manifold Ws(P+ε ) is to leading order in ε parallel
to the x-axis, i.e., to Ws(P+). This implies that the norm of the y-coordinates of γld(0),
|(y1,ld(0), y2,ld(0))|, is of O(ε). Moreover, since |γld(0) − P+ε | = ρ(ε)—by the definition (3.6)
of ρ(ε)—it follows that the distance between (y1,ld(0), y2,ld(0)) and the y-coordinates of P
+
ε is
at most O(ερ(ε)) since Ws(P+ε ) is parallel to the x-axis up to O(ε) corrections. Hence, we
may introduce y˜+j,ε, with |y˜+j,,ε| = O(1) with respect to ε, such that
(3.10) yj,ld(0) = ε
(
y+j,ε + ρ(ε)y˜
+
j,ε
)
, j = 1, 2.
Moreover, the evolution of the y-coordinates in (3.4) is dominated by the positive linear eigen-
values λ2, λ3 > 0 (especially for t < 0). It thus follows that |(y1,ld(t), y2,ld(t))| remains of O(ε)
as it evolves in backward time. Hence, we can obtain a much more accurate approximation
for the y-coordinates (y1,ld(t), y2,ld(t)) of γld(t) for t < 0: there must be expressions η˜1,ld(−τ)
and η˜2,ld(−τ)—which are at most O(1) with respect to ε for τ > 0 of O(1) with respect to
ε—so that the y-coordinates of γld(−τ) can be written as
(3.11)
y1,ld(−τ) = ε
(
y+1,ε + ρ(ε)y˜
+
1,ε
)
e−λ2τ (1 + εη˜1,ld(−τ)) ,
y2,ld(−τ) = ε
(
y+2,ε + ρ(ε)y˜
+
2,ε
)
e−λ3τ (1 + εη˜2,ld(−τ)) ;
see (3.10). Since we need that γld(−τ) ∈ Lδ, we find by substitution of (3.11) into (3.7),
K1
(
y+1,ε+ρ(ε)y˜
+
1,ε
)
e−λ2τ (1+εη˜1,ld(−τ)) +K2
(
y+2,ε+ρ(ε) ˜y, ε
+
2
)
e−λ3τ (1+εη˜2,ld(−τ)) = O(ε).
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680 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
Note that we have divided out a factor ε, since the correction term of (3.7) is O(|y1, y2|2) =
O(ε2) and both y-components are of O(ε). Since ρ(ε)→ 0 as ε ↓ 0 (3.6), we obtain for τ > 0
of O(1) with respect to ε,
(3.12) K1y
+
1,ε +K2y
+
2,εe
(λ2−λ3)τ = 0,
where we note that |(y+1,ε, y+2,ε)| = O(1) with respect to ε and that (y+1,ε, y+2,ε) 6= (0, 0), by the
assumption that the perturbation is generic; see Definition 1.2, Hypothesis H3, and Figure 2.
Recall that K1,2 = K1,2(δ) and that the largest Kj is scaled to one so that the other is less
than or equal to one (in absolute value). In fact, it typically is not O(1) but asymptotically
small in δ; see below and especially Corollary 3.4. Thus, we note that for a given choice of
δ, condition (3.12) is indeed valid only under the assumption that ε is sufficiently small with
respect to some decaying asymptotic function of δ.
To proceed, we employ the assumption that both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0. By considering
the limits τ  1 and 0 < τ  1 in (3.12), we conclude by the monotonic decay of e(λ2−λ3)τ—
recall that λ2 < λ3—that a unique local defect solution γld(t) near P
+
ε exists if and only if
the y-coordinates of P+ε satisfy the following conditions:
(3.13)
K1y
+
1,ε > 0 : K1y
+
1,ε +K2y
+
2,ε < 0,
K1y
+
1,ε < 0 : K1y
+
1,ε +K2y
+
2,ε > 0.
Note that the shaded regions in the right panel of Figure 12 correspond to those values of
(y+1,ε, y
+
2,ε) for which this condition holds.
Finally, we note that it also follows immediately from (3.12) that τ is indeed of O(1)
magnitude with respect to ε. Through τ—and especially through the unique relation between
τ and the x-coordinate xld(t) of γld(t); see (3.9)—we may thus conclude that the defect point
γld(0) is also defined uniquely if (3.13) holds. Since (3.13) is equivalent to (3.8), this completes
the proof of Theorem 3.3; see also Remark 3.5.
As the unstable manifold Wu(P+) enters the neighborhood of P+ in which (1.1) can be
written as (3.4), it contains the x-axis since the unperturbed heteroclinic orbit Γ(t) coincides
with Ws(P+) (= the x-axis). Moreover, the assumption that both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0
implies that it is tangent neither to the {y2 = 0}-plane nor to the {y1 = 0}-plane. That
is, both the angles between Wu(P−) and the {y2 = 0}-plane and between Wu(P−) and the
{y1 = 0}-plane remain bounded away from 0 outside any neighborhood of P+. However, as
soon as Wu(P−) enters a region in which the flow of (3.4) is dominated by its linear part, it
will be squeezed closer and closer to the {y2 = 0}-plane since λ3 > λ2. A direct calculation,
completely along the lines of the above proof of Theorem 3.3, shows that the intersection of
Wu(P−) with a {x = δ}-plane, i.e., the (extension of the) curve Lδ, is asymptotically close to
{y2 = 0}-plane: the angle between the projection pi(Lδ) on the (y1, y2)-plane and the y1-axis
is of O(δ(λ3−λ2)/λ1); see the right-hand panel of Figure 12. More precisely, with K2 scaled to
one, it follows from a direct leading order analysis of (3.4) that
(3.14) K1(δ) = K˜1(δ)δ
λ3−λ2
λ1 with K˜1(0) 6= 0.
This provides a significant, but leading order, simplification of Theorem 3.3. In particular,
while Theorem 3.3 is asymptotically accurate in δ, Corollary 3.4 only gives an O(1) result with
respect to both ε and δ. See also Figure 13.
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P+
y1
y2
⇡(L )
O( ( 3  2)/ 1)
P+
y1
y2
theorem corollary
Figure 13. Schematic representation of the difference between Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. While
Theorem 3.3 gives a result up to corrections  1 with respect to ε, Corollary 3.4 only yields results up to
corrections  1 with respect to δ
Corollary 3.4. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold and that the Jacobian of P+ of system
(1.4) with n = 3 has one negative and two distinct positive eigenvalues. Let ε and δ be
sufficiently small and assume that both K1 6= 0 and K2 6= 0 (3.7) and that K2 is scaled to one
so that K1 is given by (3.14). Then, (3.4) supports a unique local defect solution near P
+
ε if
and only if K˜1(0)y
+
1,εy
+
2,ε < 0.
Thus, the existence of local defect solutions can be established by a combination of direct
information on the y-coordinates of P+ε and the sign of the expression K˜1(0) that encodes
the accumulated nonlinear twisting ofWu(P−) around the heteroclinic orbit Γ(t) as it travels
from P− to the {x = δ}-plane in the limit δ → 0. Note that the twist condition does not
depend on δ, so that the existence of local defect indeed does not depend on the artificial
parameter δ.
Proof. The statement of Corollary 3.4 follows immediately from that of Theorem 3.3 by
setting K2 = 1 and using (3.14) in twist condition (3.8).
Remark 3.5. The asymptotic nature of the construction of Γε from Γ ensures that the
graph of Γε indeed is asymptotically close to that of Γ, i.e., limε→0 dist(Γ,Γε) = 0; see (1.6).
This is the case for all results established in this section.
3.2.2. Case II: Complex unstable eigenvalues. The situation in the case of a complex
conjugate pair of unstable eigenvalues is very different from the real case, as could be seen
from Theorem 1.9.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold and that the Jacobian of the P+ of sys-
tem (1.4) with n = 3 has one negative eigenvalue and a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues
with positive real part. Then, for ε sufficiently small, (3.5) supports countably many distinct
local defect solutions near P+ε .
Proof. As in the real case, we look for a solution γjld(t) = (x
j
ld(t), y
j
1,ld(t), y
j
2,ld(t)) of (3.5)
with γjld(0) ∈ Ws(P+ε ) such that there is a τj > 0 for which γjld(−τj) ∈ Lδ ⊂ Wu(P−); see
Figure 14. Following the approach of the real case, we first consider an O(δ) neighborhood of
P+, which yields an approximation of the x-coordinate of γjld in terms of δ that is completely
similar to (3.9),
xjld(−τj) = xjld(0)eλ1τj
(
1 + δξjld(−τj)
)
.
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Wu(P+)
Ws(P+" )
P+"
Wu(P+" )
  Wu(P )
L 
{x =  }
P+
Striv
y1
y2Wu(P+)
⇡(L )
⇡( 1ld( ⌧1))
⇡( 2ld( ⌧2))
⇡( jld(0))
 2ld(0)
 1ld(0)
 1ld( ⌧1)
 2ld( ⌧2)
 2ld(t)
 1ld(t)
Figure 14. The equivalent of Figure 12 in the case of complex unstable eigenvalues, indicating the existence
of countably many isolated local defect solutions near P+ε .
By exactly the same arguments as in the real case, we know that we can approximate the
(y1, y2)-coordinates of γ
j
ld in terms the smallest asymptotic parameter ε and thus more accu-
rately. Thus, we express the (y1, y2)-coordinates of γ
j
ld(0) as in (3.10) in terms of the (y1, y2)-
coordinates of P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε), where we recall that |(x+ε , y+1,ε, y+2,ε)| = O(1) with respect
to ε, and ρ(ε) (3.6). Moreover, we introduce the expressions η˜j1,ld(t), and η˜
j
2,ld(t)—which are
at most O(1) on a O(1) timescale, both with respect to ε—such that the (y1, y2)-coordinates
of γjld(−τj) can be written as
(3.15)
yj1,ld(−τj) = ε
[(
y+1,ε+ρ(ε)y˜
+
1,ε
)
cosβτj −
(
y+2,ε + ρ(ε)y˜
+
2,ε
)
sinβτj
]
e−ατj
(
1 + εη˜j1,ld(−τj)
)
,
yj2,ld(−τj) = ε
[(
y+2,ε+ρ(ε)y˜
+
2,ε
)
cosβτj +
(
y+1,ε+ρ(ε)y˜
+
1,ε
)
sinβτj
]
e−ατj
(
1 + εη˜j2,ld(−τj)
)
,
as long as τj = O(1) with respect to ε; cf. (3.11). Substitution of approximation (3.15) into
(3.7) yields[(
K1y
+
1,ε +K2y
+
2,ε
)
cos(βτj)−
(
K1y
+
2,ε −K2y+1,ε
)
sin(βτj)
]
e−ατj = O(ε, ρ(ε)).
Since τj = O(1), the above expression can, to leading order, be written as
(3.16) R+K,ε cos(βτj + θ
+
K,ε) = 0
for some radius R+K,ε > 0 and some phase shift θ
+
K,ε ∈ [0, 2pi). In fact,
R+K,ε =
√(
K21 +K
2
2
) (
(y+1,ε)
2 + (y+2,ε)
2
)
,
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 683
and it follows that R+K,ε > 0 since (K1,K2) 6= 0 by Definition 3.2 and (3.7) and (y+1,ε, y+2,ε) 6=
(0, 0) by Hypothesis H3. Since we assumed throughout the approximation analysis that τj =
O(1), we conclude that there are at least O(1) solutions τj of (3.16) and thus at least O(1)
many distinct local defect solutions γjld(t) of (3.5).
To understand that there must be countably many local defect solutions γjld(t), we once
again take a geometrical point of view and consider the two-dimensional manifold Lδ spanned
by the solutions γ(t) of the unperturbed system (3.3) that satisfy γ(0) ∈ Lδ. In forward time,
Lδ spirals downward—in the x-direction; see Figure 14, where decreasing x indeed corresponds
to going down—to the {x = 0}-plane Wu(P+). Since the y-coordinates of the solutions
γ(t) ⊂ Lδ expand and rotate uniformly in t, the manifold Lδ accumulates on Wu(P+)—it
cannot pass through it—with an exponentially decreasing distance in the x between successive
twists. There is a direct connection between the above established O(1) many distinct local
defect solutions γjld(t) and orbits on Lδ: the t ≤ 0 part of a local defect solution γjld(t)
corresponds, through a time shift of τj (determined by (3.16)), to the t ≤ τj part of an orbit
γ(t) ⊂ Lδ that intersects the stable manifoldWs(P+ε ) at t = τj ; (by definition of τj); see again
Figure 14. A priori, the above analytic approximation approach is valid only up to O(1) values
of τj . However, from the geometrical picture, which is also based on the leading order linear
structure of (3.3), it follows that Lδ must indeed intersectWs(P+ε ) countably many times, with
intersections occurring at times τj ↑ ∞ as j →∞. Moreover, the intersections Lδ ∩Ws(P+ε )
accumulate on the unique trivial defect point Striv = Ws(P+ε ) ∩ Wu(P+) (⊂ {x = 0}); see
Figure 14.
Finally, it should be noted that the relative position of two-dimensional manifoldWu(P+ε )
with respect toWu(P+) does not have an effect on the above geometrical arguments. Referring
once again to Figure 14, in which Wu(P+ε ) is sketched below Wu(P+), also in the case that
Wu(P+ε ) is above Wu(P+) there must be countably many intersections Lδ ∩Ws(P+ε ). Here
the somewhat loose above and below terminology refers to x+ε , the x-coordinate of P
+
ε being
either positive or negative since Wu(P+) is given by {x = 0} locally near P+ and Wu(P+ε ) is
to leading order parallel to Wu(P+). In a x+ε < 0 below case, as sketched Figure 14, all local
defect solutions γjld(t) of (3.5) approach P
+
ε from above, i.e., along the x > x
+
ε -part ofWs(P+ε ).
In an x+ε > 0 above case, only the first finitely many γ
j
ld(t)’s approach P
+
ε from above, and
all next local defect solutions γjld(t) approach P
+
ε from below, i.e., along the x < x
+
ε -part of
Ws(P+ε ).
Remark 3.7. Of course the sketch in Figure 14 is an idealization, especially in the sense
that the manifold W u(P−) will also spiral around the unperturbed homoclinic orbit Γ, i.e.,
the x-axis, above the {x = δ}-plane (which is not indicated in Figure 14). By the definition
of δ—small enough so that the flow of (3.3) is dominated by its linear components—this will
be the case for any choice of δ. This implies that it is in this case not possible to choose ε
such that all intersections of W u(P−) and W s(P+ε ) take place below the {x = δ}-plane. More
precisely, the first intersection below {x = δ}, indicated by pi(γ1ld(−τ1)) in the right panel of
Figure 14, is only the first intersection of W u(P−) and W s(P+ε ) for this specific choice of δ.
Increasing δ will generate more, earlier, intersections. In fact, the first intersection of W u(P−)
and W s(P+ε ), if there is such a first intersection, takes place at an O(1) distance from P+ and
is thus a global defect solution as defined in Definition 1.7. It is a priori also possible that the
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684 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
intersections of W u(P−) and W s(P+ε ) also accumulate near P−. Thus, it is not possible to
make a sharp distinction between local and global defect solutions in this case.
3.3. n > 3. In this section, we again consider the critical setting dim(Wu(P−)) =
dim(Wu(P+)) > 1 but now in the general n-dimensional case, n > 3. Although we find
that equivalents of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 also hold in dimension n > 3, we also show that due
to the additional influences of the strong unstable spectrum there is an increasing potential
richness in the structure, and thus number of local defect solutions near P+ε , as the dimension
of system (1.1) increases.
Throughout this section, (1.4) is supposed to have the normal form structure of (3.1) near
P+. As in section 3.2, we work with modified versions of (3.1) according to the nature of
the leading unstable eigenvalues. Also as in section 3.2, we perform our analysis in an O(δ)
neighborhood of P+— which corresponds to (xls, xss, ylu, yuu) ≡ (0, 0, 0, 0) in (3.1)—and thus
again introduce a second small parameter δ such that P+ε = ε(x
ls
ε , x
ss
ε , y
lu
ε , y
uu
ε ) lies inside this
O(δ) neighborhood. In particular, we choose ε such that ρ(ε) as defined in (3.6) is sufficiently
small compared to δ (if possible, see Remark 3.7).
Following section 3.1, we define k, with 1 < k < n by Hypothesis H2, as the dimension of
Wu(P−) (= dim(Wu(P+))) and ` = n−k as dim(Ws(P+)). By Hypothesis H2 we know that
the heteroclinic orbit Γ exists as an intersection of the k-dimensional manifold Wu(P−) with
the `-dimensional manifold Ws(P+). Moreover, by the assumption of minimal nontransver-
sality we also know that dim(Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+)) = 1, i.e., that the one-dimensional curve Γ
is the locally unique intersection of Wu(P−) with Ws(P+). Typically, Γ(t) will approach P+
along the eigendirection associated to the leading stable direction xls. By Hypothesis H2 all
eigenvalues of the Jacobian of P+ are simple. Hence, the xls-direction is one-dimensional if
the leading stable eigenvalue ν` is real and two-dimensional if the leading stable eigenvalues
ν` and ν`−1 form a complex conjugate pair; see section 3.1. By taking δ small enough, we
may assume that Γ(t) intersects the (n − 1)-dimensional hyperplane {xls = δ}, respectively,
{xls1 = δ}, transversally, if ν` ∈ R, respectively, ν` /∈ R, since the flow of (3.1) is strongly
dominated by the linear flow in an O(δ) neighborhood of P+. We now define the equiva-
lent of the bounded one-dimensional curve Lδ in the two-dimensional plane {x = δ} of the
three-dimensional problem (see Definition 3.2) in the general n-dimensional setting.
Definition 3.8. The bounded (k−1)-dimensional manifold Lδ is determined by the transverse
intersection of Wu(P−) with either the hyperplane {xls = δ} or {xls1 = δ}, inside the cylinder√
|ylu|2 + |yuu|2 ≤ δ}.
In the nongeneric case in which Γ(t) approaches P+ along one of the faster xss-directions,
the definition of Lδ can be adapted by choosing a hyperplane of intersection transversal to
Γ(t)’s direction of approach. In other words, the assumption that Γ(t) approaches P+ along the
leading stable direction xls-direction is not a restriction, but for transparency of presentation
we refrain from going into the details of the nongeneric situation. Due to the exponentially
strong squeezing in all strong stable xss-directions near Γ(t) (in an O(δ) neighborhood of P+),
all xss-coordinates of Lδ may be assumed to be exponentially close in δ to the intersection
point Γδ
def
= Γ ∩ {xls = δ}, or Γδ def= Γ ∩ {xls1 = δ}. Since Γ(t) ⊂ Ws(P+) and Ws(P+) =
{yly = 0, yuu = 0} locally near P+ (3.1), we conclude that Γδ, up to exponentially small
correction, can be written as Γδ = (xδ, 0, 0) with either xδ = (x
ls
δ , x
ss
δ ) = (δ, 0) ∈ Els ⊕ Ess orDo
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 685
xδ = ((δ, 0), 0) ∈ Els ⊕Ess. In the latter case one may need to tune δ in such a way that the
(spiraling) xls2 -coordinate of Γ(t) ∩ {xls1 = δ} is exactly 0.
Thus, we can now approximate Lδ in a way similar to the three-dimensional case (3.7):
there are K lu ∈ R or R2 and Kuu ∈ Rk−1 or Rk−2 with (K lu,Kuu) 6= (0, 0), such that Lδ is
given, up to exponentially small corrections with respect to δ in the x-coordinates, by
Lδ = {(xδ, ylu, yuu) ∈ Es ⊕ Elu ⊕ Euu |(3.17)
K luylu +Kuuyuu +O(|ylu, yuu|2) = 0,
√
|ylu|2 + |yuu|2 ≤ δ} ,
where Kuuyuu, respectively, K luylu, denote the standard inner products in R2 (if K lu ∈ R2),
respectively, in Rk−1 and with xδ as introduced above. That is, depending on the leading
stable eigenvalue, xδ = (δ, 0) ∈ Els ⊕ Ess or xδ = ((δ, 0), 0) ∈ Els ⊕ Ess. As in the case
n = 3, we assume that the largest of the coefficients Kuuj and K
lu
j of (3.17)—in absolute
value—is scaled to 1, so that we may use in the subsequent analysis that all Kuuj ’s and K
lu
j ’s
are either of O(1) with respect to δ and ≤ 1 (in absolute value) or asymptotically small in δ;
see section 3.3.2.
3.3.1. Direct n-dimensional generalizations of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6. Like in the case
n = 3, we first consider the situation in which the leading unstable eigenvalue ν`+1 (section 3.1)
is real (and simple by Hypothesis H2). Since the decomposition of the stable x-direction into
x = (xls, xss) is less relevant for the upcoming analysis, we rewrite and simplify normal form
(3.1) and consider the following perturbed system in this section,
(3.18)
 x˙y˙lu
y˙uu
 =

 Asx+O (|x|(|x|+ |y|))λ`+1ylu +O (|x||y|)
Auuyuu +O (|y|(|x|+ |y|))
 , t < 0,
 Asx+O (|x|(|x|+ |y|))λ`+1ylu +O (|x||y|)
Auuyuu +O (|y|(|x|+ |y|))
+ ε
 gs(x, y)glu(x, y)
guu(x, y)
 , t > 0,
with x ∈ Es, ylu ∈ Elu and yuu ∈ Euu, As,uu such that σ(As) = σ(fu(0)) ∩ {<(ν) < 0} and
σ(Auu) = σ(fu(0)) ∩ {<(ν) > λuu} and gs,lu,uu sufficiently smooth and O(1) with respect
to ε. Moreover, we have explicitly used that λ`+1 (=ν`+1) is real and simple (so that the
ylu-direction is indeed one-dimensional).
We now follow the same approach as in section 3.2: we establish the existence of a local
defect solution near P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+,lu
ε , y
+,uu
ε ) in the coordinates of (3.18) by constructing a
solution γld(t) = (xld(t), y
lu
ld (t), y
uu
ld (t)) of (3.18) that has γld(0) ∈ Ws(P+ε ) such that there is a
τ > 0 for which γld(−τ) ∈ Lδ. By Hypotheses H1–H3 we know thatWs(P+ε ) is locally parallel
to Ws(P+) (= {ylu = 0, yuu = 0} near P+ = (0, 0, 0)) up to O(ε) corrections, which implies
that we can approximate the y-coordinates of the initial condition γld(0) by the y-coordinates
of P+ε in a way completely similar to (3.10),
(3.19) yluld (0) = ε
(
y+,luε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,lu
ε
)
, yuuld (0) = ε
(
y+,uuε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,uu
ε
)
.
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Given the strong dominance of the linear terms in (3.18) and following the arguments presented
in section 3.2, we may conclude that we again can approximate the y-coordinates of γld(−τ)
in terms of ε and that there are thus smooth expressions η˜luld (t) and η˜
uu
j,ld(t), j = 1, . . . , k − 1,
that are at most O(1) with respect to ε, so that the y-coordinates of γld(t) can be written as
(3.20)
yluld (−τ) = ε
(
y+,luε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,lu
ε
) (
1 + δη˜luld (−τ)
)
e−λ`+1τ ,
yuuld (−τ) = εe−A
uuτ
[(
diag(1 + δη˜uuj,ld(−τ)
)(
y+,uuε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,uu
ε
)]
as long as τ = O(1) with respect to ε. Here, diag(·) represents a diagonal matrix. Substitution
of (3.20) into (3.17) yields
K lue−λ`+1τy+,luε +K
uue−A
uuτy+,uuε = O(ε, ρ(ε)).
In other words, to leading order in ε, we have that
(3.21) K luy+,luε +K
uue−(A
uu−λ`+1Id)τy+,uuε = 0
with Id the identity matrix. Similar to the n = 3 case, we now need to assume that both
K lu 6= 0 and Kuu 6= 0, i.e., that Lδ is not tangent to either the {ylu = 0}-hyperplane or the
{yuu = 0}-axis (3.17). Note that this is equivalent to assuming that Wu(P−) is tangent to
neither Ws⊕uu(P+)—the manifold approximated by Es⊕Euu—nor Ws⊕lu(P+) the manifold
associated to Es ⊕ Elu. By construction, 0 < λ`+1 < <(λj), j = ` + 2, . . . , n, yielding
that |e−(Auu−λ`+1Id)τy+,uuε | can be made arbitrarily small by taking τ large enough. Thus,
completely similar to the n = 3 case, we conclude by considering 0 < τ small enough and
large enough that there indeed are values of τ for which (3.21) holds if
(3.22) K luy+,luε
(
K luy+,luε +K
uuy+,uuε
)
< 0.
Hence, we have established an n-dimensional generalization of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.9. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
> 1, and that the Jacobian of P+ of system (1.4) has a real leading unstable eigenvalue. Let
ε and δ be sufficiently small so that P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+,lu
ε , y
+,uu
ε ) with |(x+ε , y+,luε , y+,uuε )| = O(1)
with respect to ε lies in a δ neighborhood of P+ and such that both K lu 6= 0 (∈ R) and Kuu 6= 0
(∈ Rk−1) (3.17). Then, (3.18) supports at least one local defect solution near P+ε if the twist
condition (3.21) holds.
Notice though that there is also a significant difference between Theorem 3.3 and its n-
dimensional generalization: for n = 3, a local defect solution near P+ε is uniquely determined if
and only if twist condition (3.8) holds, while in Theorem 3.9, at least one local defect solution
near P+ε exists if (3.21) holds. This is due to monotonically decreasing term |K2y+2,εe(λ2−λ3)τ |
in (3.12), while the corresponding term |Kuue−(Auu−λ`+1Id)τy+,uuε | in (3.21) is in general not
monotonically decreasing; see section 3.3.2. Moreover, like in Theorem 3.3, twist condition
(3.21) is asymptotically accurate in δ and thus depends explicitly on the artificial parameter
δ through K lu,uu = K lu,uu(δ). In section 3.3.2, we present two n-dimensional generalizations
of Corollorary 3.4 in which the twist conditions are leading order in both ε and δ and thus do
not depend explicitly on δ.
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 687
There is a more direct equivalence between the three- and the n-dimensional case if the
leading unstable eigendirection is spanned by a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues ν`+1
and ν`+2. The matrix A
lu can be brought in standard form (cf. (3.5) by introducing α`+1 =
<(ν`+1) > 0 and β`+1 = =(ν`+1) > 0, i.e., ν`+1,`+2 = α`+1 ± iβ`+1. Hence, we consider the
perturbed system,
(3.23)

x˙
y˙lu1
y˙lu2
y˙uu
 =


Asx+O (|x|(|x|+ |y|))
α`+1y
lu
1 + β`+1y
lu
2 +O (|x||y|)
−β`+1ylu1 + α`+1ylu2 +O (|x||y|)
Auuyuu +O (|y|(|x|+ |y|))
 , t < 0,

Asx+O (|x|(|x|+ |y|))
α`+1y
lu
1 + β`+1y
lu
2 +O (|x||y|)
−β`+1ylu1 + α`+1ylu2 +O (|x||y|)
Auuyuu +O (|y|(|x|+ |y|))
+ ε

gs(x, y)
glu1 (x, y)
glu2 (x, y)
guu(x, y)
 , t > 0,
with x ∈ Es, (ylu1 , ylu2 ) ∈ Elu and yuu ∈ Euu, As,uu such that σ(As) = σ(fu(0)) ∩ {<(ν) < 0}
and σ(Auu) = σ(fu(0))∩ {<(ν) > λuu} and gs,lu,uu sufficiently smooth and O(1) with respect
to ε. We establish the following direct generalization of Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.10. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that the leading unstable eigenvalues of the Jacobian of system (1.4) at P+ form a
complex conjugate pair. Let ε and δ be sufficiently small so that P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+,lu
1,ε , y
+,lu
2,ε , y
+,uu
ε )
with |(x+ε , y+,lu1,ε , y+,lu2,ε , y+,uuε )| = O(1) with respect to ε and lies in a δ neighborhood of P+, and
such that K lu 6= 0 (∈ R2) if k > 2 (3.17). Then, (3.23) supports countably many distinct local
defect solutions near P+ε .
There is one additional generic assumption in this theorem compared to Theorem 3.6: in
the case that there are strong unstable yuu-directions, i.e., if k > 2, K lu must be unequal to
zero, which implies that Lδ cannot be tangent to {yuu = 0} (3.17), i.e., W u(P−) cannot be
tangent to the manifold Ws⊕lu(P+) (which is tangent to Es ⊕ Elu).
Proof. We follow the approach developed for the proofs of Theorems 3.3, 3.6, and 3.9.
Skipping some of the details, we immediately observe that there exist smooth O(1) expressions
η˜lu1,ld(t), η˜
lu
2,ld(t), and η˜
uu
j,ld(t), j = 1, . . . , k − 2, such that for τ = O(1) with respect to ε, the
y-coordinates of a local defect solution γld(t) at t = −τ < 0 can be written as
(3.24)
ylu1,ld(−τ) =
(
ylu1,ld(0) cosβ`+1τ − ylu2,ld(0) sinβ`+1τ
)(
1 + δη˜lu1,ld(−τ)
)
e−α`+1τ ,
ylu2,ld(−τ) =
(
ylu2,ld(0) cosβ`+1τ + y
lu
1,ld(0) sinβ`+1τ
)(
1 + δη˜lu2,ld(−τ)
)
e−α`+1τ ,
yuuld (−τ) = e−A
uuτ
[(
diag(1 + δη˜uuj,ld(−τ)
)
yuuld (0)
]
,
where we know that we once again have the approximations
(3.25) yluj,ld(0) = ε
(
y+,luj,ε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,lu
j,ε
)
, j = 1, 2, yuuld (0) = ε
(
y+,uuε + ρ(ε)y˜
+,uu
ε
)
;
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688 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
cf. (3.19). Plugging this into (3.17) yields[(
K lu1 y
+,lu
1,ε +K
lu
2 y
+,lu
2,ε
)
cos(β`+1τ)−
(
K lu1 y
+,lu
1,ε −K lu2 y+,lu2,ε
)
sin(β`+1τ)
]
e−α`+1τ
= −Kuue−Auuτy+,uuε +O(ε) ,
where (K lu1 ,K
lu
2 ) ∈ R2 and Kuu ∈ Rk−2. By defining
R+,luK,ε =
√(
(K lu1 )
2 + (K lu2 )
2
) (
(y+,lu1,ε )
2 + (y+,lu2,ε )
2
)
,
this is to leading order equivalent to
(3.26) R+,luK,ε cos(β`+1τ + θ
+,lu
K,ε ) = −Kuue−(A
uu−α`+1Id)τy+,uuε
for some phase shift θ+K,ε ∈ [0, 2pi); see (3.16) and (3.21). By definition of the leading unstable
eigenvalues, we know that |e−(Auu−α`+1Id)τy+,uuε | becomes arbitrarily small for τ large enough.
Hence, we may conclude that (3.26) has O(1) many discrete solutions τj if R+,luK,ε > 0. It
follows from Hypothesis H3 that ((y+,lu1,ε )
2 + (y+,lu2,ε )
2) > 0, but in general we only know that
(K lu,Kuu) 6= (0, 0) ∈ R2 ×Rk−2; see Definition 3.8 and (3.17). To obtain Theorem 3.10 from
(3.26), it is necessary that R+,luK,ε > 0 and we thus need to assume that (K
lu
1 ,K
lu
2 ) 6= (0, 0) ∈ R2.
This implies that we need to assume that Wu(P−) is not asymptotically close to the full two-
dimensional leading unstable eigenspace Elu of P+. Also since we know that (K lu,Kuu)
cannot be equal to (0, 0), this additional assumption only needs to be imposed if the yuu-
direction exists, i.e., if the number of unstable eigendirections k exceeds 2, the number of
leading eigendirections. See also the proof of Theorem 3.6, in which indeed k = 2.
Finally, since τ must be O(1) with respect to δ, we only established the existence of
arbitrarily butO(1) many local defect solutions γld(t) by our analytic approximation approach.
The existence of countably many local defect solutions near P+ε follows by a similar geometric
extension of the analytic arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.6.
3.3.2. The impact of the strong unstable spectrum. In the three-dimensional setting
there is a sharp distinction between either having one unique local defect solution—if a twist
condition holds—or having countably many isolated local defect solutions; see Theorems 3.3
and 3.6. In this section, we show that in the n-dimensional setting, the situation is much less
strongly separated between these two extreme cases. In fact, we show that the gap between the
statements of the n-dimensional generalizations of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6, i.e., Theorems 3.9
and 3.10, can be bridged by considering several natural and thus generic subcases associated
to the relative richness of the strong unstable spectrum for n > 3 (compared to n = 3).
We first consider the extreme case in which all k unstable eigenvalues νj , j = `+1, . . . , `+
k = n of P+ are real (νj = λj for all j = ` + 1, . . . , n). Then, it is natural to decompose the
y-directions in normal form (3.1) into (y1, y2, . . . , yk), where y1 = y
lu and (y2, . . . , yk) = y
uu.
In these coordinates, the approximation (3.17) of Lδ is given by
Lδ = {(xδ, y) |K1y1 +K2y2 + · · ·+Kkyk +O(|y|2) = 0}(3.27)
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 689
(cf. (3.2)), where we once again note that the coefficients Kj , j = 1, . . . , k, depend on δ.
The upcoming theorem establishes that Theorem 3.9 with twist condition (3.21) is only a
special case of a more general situation in which there can be up to k − 1 distinct local
defect solutions near P+ε if certain generalized twist conditions are satisfied. Although it is in
principle possible to derive these generalized twist conditions explicitly, we refrain from going
into the full analytic details; see, however, Corollaries 3.13 and 3.14.
Theorem 3.11. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that all k unstable eigenvalues νj = λj, j = ` + 1, . . . , ` + k = n, of the
Jacobian of (1.4) at P+ are real and distinct. Let ε and δ be sufficiently small so that P+ε =
ε(x+ε , y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε, . . . , y
+
k,ε) with |(x+ε , y+1,ε, y+2,ε, . . . , y+k,ε)| = O(1) with respect to ε and lies in
a δ neighborhood of P+ and let K = (K1,K2, . . . ,Kk) ∈ Rk determine the leading order
approximation of Lδ (3.27). Then, for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, there exist open regions Ωj in
the 3k-dimensional space of parameters spanned by (y+1,ε, y
+
2,ε, . . . , y
+
k,ε), (K1,K2, . . . ,Kk), and
(λ`+1, λ`+2, . . . , λn), such that system (1.1) has j distinct local defect solutions near P
+
ε .
In the left panel of Figure 15, a sketch of a possible configuration as described by this
Theorem is given in the unstable k-dimensional y-space for k = 3—compare to the right panel
of Figure 12 for a similar two-dimensional sketch of the k = 2 case. The relative configuration
of the two-dimensional manifold pi(Lδ) and the point pi(γld(0))—with γld(0) ∈ W s(P+ε )—
is chosen such that the projected orbit of (3.18) through γld(0) intersects pi(Lδ) twice in
backward time. These two intersections correspond to two different local defect solutions
γld(t), the maximal possible number of local defect solutions for k = 3 by the above theorem.
See again the right panel of Figure 12 for the k = 2 case, where there can be only one such
intersection as described by Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Following the same approach as in the proofs of the preceding theorems and using
the y-coordinates (ylu, yuu) = (y1, y2, . . . , yk), (3.27) yields the existence condition for local
defect solutions
K1y
+
1,εe
−λ`+1τ + · · ·+Kky+k,εe−λnτ = 0
up to O(ε, ρ(ε)) corrections. Here, the y+j,ε’s are the y-coordinates of P+ε = ε(x+ε , y+1,ε, . . . , y+k,ε).
This can be written as
(3.28)
k−1∑
i=1
κie
µiτ = −κk
with κi = Kiy
+
i,ε, i = 1, . . . , k, and µi = λn − λ`+i > 0, i = 1, . . . , k − 1. Note that µ1 >
µ2 > · · · > µk−1 > 0. The statement of the theorem then follows by a straightforward
induction-type analysis of existence condition (3.28). We first consider
(3.29) κk−1eµk−1τ = −κk,
which is in essence equivalent to the existence condition (3.12) that led to Theorem 3.3.
Clearly this expression can have either one zero or no zeroes. Without loss of generality we
can assume that κk < 0, so that (3.29) has a solution τ∗,1 > 0 if 0 < κk−1 < −κk (recall that
µk−1 > 0). The extended expression
(3.30) κk−2eµk−2τ + κk−1eµk−1τ = −κk
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Wu(P+)
y1
y2
⇡(L )
y3
⇡( ld( ⌧1))
⇡( ld(0))
P+
P+
⇡( ld( ⌧2))
Wu(P+)
⇡(L )
P+⇡( ld( ⌧1))
⇡( ld( ⌧2))
⇡( ld(0))
ylu
yuu
Figure 15. Sketches of the projected flow of (3.18) near P+ in the case of a real unstable leading eigenvalue
for k = 3. Left panel: all three unstable eigenvalues are real and there can be up to two local defect solutions
near P+ε . Right panel: the two-dimensional strong unstable spectrum consists of a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues and there can be many distinct local defect solutions, but always finitely many. Compare to the
right panel of Figure 12, where k = 2 and there can at most be a unique local defect solution. See Remark 3.16
for a brief discussion on the (lack of) asymptotic accuracy of these sketches.
can have maximally two zeroes. The second zero appears by taking κk−2 < 0 close enough to
zero: the zero τ∗,1 of (3.29) persists as perturbed zero of (3.30) since the effect of the difference
κk−2eµk−2τ∗,1 between (3.30) and (3.29) for τ = τ∗,1 can be made as small as necessary.
Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.30) is smaller than −κk. Since µk−2 > µk−1, the term
κk−2eµk−2τ < 0 dominates for large τ . Note that here the magnitude of τ is measured with
respect to δ—the coefficients Kj of (3.27) depend on δ—which can thus be considered O(1)
with respect to ε (as is necessary for the validity of the applied arguments). So, the left-
hand side of (3.30) must cross the line −κk once more, i.e., (3.30) can have a second zero at
τ = τ∗,2 > τ∗,1 > 0. A Descartes rule of signs type argument shows that (3.30) cannot have
more than two roots. The statement of the theorem now follows by induction.
The next theorem considers the case in which there is a pair of complex conjugate eigen-
values within the strong unstable yuu direction and it bridges the gap between Theorem 3.11,
in which there can be up to k − 1 local defects, and Theorem 3.10, which established the
existence of countably many local defect solutions.
Theorem 3.12. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that the Jacobian of P+ of system (1.4) has a real leading unstable eigenvalue and
at least one pair of complex conjugate unstable eigenvalues. Let ε and δ be small enough. Then,
there are a finite number j of local defect solutions near P+ε to system (1.1). However, for
any j = 0, 1, 2, . . . there are open regions in the parameter space spanned by the y-coordinates
of P+ε , the K-coordinates that describe Lδ, and the unstable eigenvalues ν`+i associated to P
+
for which (1.1) has exactly j distinct local defect solutions.
In the right panel of Figure 15, a sketch of the configuration described by Theorem 3.12
is given for k = 3, that is, in the case of three unstable eigenvalues. The projected orbit
through pi(γld(0)) spirals down—in backward time—to the {ylu = 0}-plane. Since the strong
unstable spectrum consists of complex valued eigenvalues, the rate of the contraction of the
spiraling orbit is stronger than the rate at which it approaches the {ylu = 0}-plane. As a
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consequence, there are only a finite number of intersections: as |τ | becomes too large, the orbit
is exponentially close to the ylu-axis and no longer intersects pi(Lδ)—see also Remark 3.16.
Note that in the alternative case of a pair of leading complex conjugate unstable eigenvalues
and one real strong unstable eigenvalue, the rate of contraction of the spiral would be so weak,
compared to the approach to {ylu = 0}, that the extent of the downward spiraling orbit would
remain so wide that it would keep on intersecting the pi(Lδ) manifold as τ becomes more and
more negative. This is the situation as described by Theorem 3.10; see also the right panel of
Figure 14 for a two-dimensional sketch of this situation.
Proof. For simplicity we only consider the case in which the eigenvalues associated to
the weakest unstable direction within the yuu-coordinates form a complex conjugate pair.
All other possible cases follow in essence by the same arguments. Following the proofs of
Theorems 3.6 and 3.10, we introduce α`+2 and β`+2 by setting λ`+2,`+3 = α`+2± iβ`+2—recall
that the leading eigenvalue λ`+1 is real. Moreover, we decompose the y-directions in normal
form (3.1) into (y1, y2, y3, y
uuu), where y1 = y
lu and (y2, y3, y
uuu) = yuu (with yuuu ∈ Rk−3).
In these coordinates, the y-coordinates of P+ε are given by ε(y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε, y
+
3,ε, y
+,uuu
ε ) and the
equivalent of approximation (3.17) of Lδ by
Lδ = {(xδ, y) |K1y1 +K2y2 +K3y3 +Kuuuyuuu +O(|y|2) = 0}.
Still following the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.10, we conclude that local defect solutions
near P+ε exist if the following condition holds:
(3.31) K1e
(α`+2−λ`+1)τ +R+K,ε cos(β`+2τ + θ
+
K,ε) +K
uuue−(A
uuu−α`+2Id)τy+,uuuε = 0,
where
R+K,ε =
√(
K22 +K
2
3
) (
(y+2,ε)
2 + (y+3,ε)
2
)
,
and θ+K,ε ∈ [0, 2pi) is a certain phase shift. By definition, we know that α`+2−λ`+1 > 0, while
|e−(Auuu−α`+2Id)τy+,uuuε | will become arbitrarily small by taking τ large enough. We rewrite
(3.31) as
(3.32) cos(β`+2τ + θ
+
K,ε) = −
K1
R+K,ε
e(α`+2−λ`+1)τ − K
uuu
R+K,ε
e−(A
uuu−α`+2Id)τy+,uuuε
to conclude that there can indeed be only finitely many solutions τ of (3.31) since the absolute
value of the right-hand side of (3.31) is larger than one for τ large enough. However, by
choosing K1
R+K,ε
small enough, we also see that this number can become arbitrarily large; see
also Figure 16.
We finally consider leading order simplifications of Theorems 3.9, 3.11, and 3.12 that do
not depend on the artificial small parameter δ, i.e., we derive generalizations of Corollary 3.4
in section 3.2. As in the first part of section 3.2, and especially as in the formulation and proof
of Theorem 3.3, we did not consider the fact that the manifold Lδ will be squeezed against the
(hyper)plane associated to the strongest unstable direction. As usual, we have to distinguish
between two cases.
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⌧
Figure 16. The variation in the number of possible local defect solutions near P+ε in the case of strong
complex valued unstable eigenvalues as represented by the zeroes of (3.32) and indicated by various choices of
the coefficients in (3.32).
If the strongest unstable eigenvalue νn = λn > 0 is real, we can decouple the y
n-
direction from the other yuu directions in normal form (3.18), i.e., decompose yuu ∈ Rk−1
into (yiuu, yn) ∈ Rk−2 × R, and thus also write the leading order approximation (3.17) of Lδ
as
(3.33) K luylu +Kiuuyiuu +Knyn +O(|y|2) = 0
with K lu,iuun = K
lu,iuu
n (δ). Scaling Kn to 1, and thus assuming it is unequal to zero, it is
straightforward to deduce that
(3.34) K lu(δ) = O(δ
λn−λ`+1
λ` ) 1, |Kiuu|(δ) = O(δ
λn−λn−1
λ` ) 1 .
Here, either −λ` = ν` = νls < 0 if the leading stable eigenvalue of P+ is real or −λ` =
α` = <(ν`,`−1) < 0 if the leading stable eigenvalues form a complex conjugate pair; see
the definition/construction of Lδ at the beginning of section 3.3. Similarly, if the strongest
unstable eigenvalue associated to the yiuu-coordinates is real, then λn−1 = νn−1 > 0, or if it is
associated to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, then λn−1 = αn−1 = <(νn−1,n−2) > 0.
Directly along the lines of Corollary 3.4, this yields the following leading order simplification
of Theorem 3.9 and especially of twist condition (3.22) that does not explicitly depend on δ.
Corollary 3.13. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that the Jacobian of P+ of system (1.4) has a real leading unstable eigenvalue
ν`+1 = λ`+1 and a real most unstable eigenvalue νn = λn. Let ε and δ be sufficiently small
so that both K lu 6= 0 and Kn 6= 0 in (3.33) and that Kn is scaled to 1 so that K lu can be
written as
K lu(δ) = K˜ lu(δ)δ
λn−λ`+1
λ` with K˜ lu(0) 6= 0
(cf. (3.14)). Then, (3.18) supports at least one local defect solution near P+ε if K˜
lu(0)y+`+1,εy
+
n,ε
< 0, where εy+`+1,ε and εy
+
n,ε are the y`+1- and yn-coordinates of P
+
ε .
By the same arguments, it is also possible to determine a very explicit δ-independent ver-
sion of the twist condition that establishes the existence of the maximal number of k−1 distinct
local defect solutions if all unstable eigenvalues associated to P+ are real (cf. Theorem 3.11).
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Corollary 3.14. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that all k unstable eigenvalues νj = λj, j = `+ 1, . . . , `+ k = n, of the Jacobian
of (1.4) at P+ are real. Let ε and δ be sufficiently small so that P+ε = ε(x
+
ε , y
+
1,ε, y
+
2,ε, . . . , y
+
k,ε)
with |(x+ε , y+,lu1,ε , y+,lu2,ε , y+,uuε )| = O(1) with respect to ε and lies in a δ neighborhood of P+,
and such that K1 6= 0, K2 6= 0, . . ., Kk 6= 0 determine the leading order approximation of Lδ
(3.27). Assume that Kk 6= 0 and that it is scaled to one, so that Kj(δ) can be written as
Kj(δ) = K˜j(δ)δ
λn−λ`+j
λ` with K˜j(0) 6= 0, j = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Then, system (1.1) has k − 1 distinct local defect solutions near P+ε if
sign{K˜k−1(0)y+k−1,ε} = −1 and sign{K˜i(0)y+i,ε} 6= sign{K˜i+1(0)y+i+1,ε} , i = 1, 2, . . . k − 2.
Note that since all unstable eigenvalues are real we have K1  K2  · · ·  Kk−1  1
and the proof of this corollary follows along exactly the induction-type lines as the proof of
Theorem 3.11.
In the case that strongest unstable eigenvalues νn,n−1 form a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues, the yuu directions in normal form (3.18) can be decoupled into (yiuu, yn−1, yn),
where the strongest linear growth is determined by αn = <(νn,n−1) > <(νj), j ≤ n − 2.
Completely similar to (3.33), Lδ can now be approximated by
K luylu +Kiuuyiuu +Kn−1yn−1 +Knyn +O(|y|2) = 0,
where Kn,n−1(δ) = O(1), K lu(δ) = O(δ(αn−λ`+1)/λ`)  1, and |Kiuu|(δ) = O(δ(αn−λn−2)/λ`)
 1, with λ`, λn−2 > 0 defined exactly as λ`, λn−1 in (3.34). Thus, it follows that in this case
Lδ is given by
(3.35) Kn−1yn−1 +Knyn = O(δσ)
for some σ > 0. Following the arguments of the proofs of Theorems 3.6, 3.12, and 3.10, we
conclude that the existence of local defect solutions near P+ε corresponds directly to finding
zeroes of the very simple expression
(3.36) R+K,ε cos(β`+2τ + θ
+
K,ε) = O(δσ)
for certain expressions R+K,ε > 0 and θ
+
K,ε (cf. (3.31)) as long as τ = O(1) with respect to δ.
Note that the right-hand side of (3.36) becomes unbounded for τ (logarithmically) large in δ;
see the proof of Theorem 3.12 and Figure 16. Thus, we conclude that in this case (3.36) has
asymptotically but finitely many solutions.
Corollary 3.15. Assume that Hypotheses H1–H3 hold, that dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+))
= k > 1, and that the Jacobian of P+ of system (1.4) has a real leading unstable eigen-
value λ`+1 and a complex conjugate pair of most unstable eigenvalues. Then, for ε and δ
small enough, (3.18) supports asymptotically (in δ) but finitely many local defect solutions
near P+ε .D
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Note that the fact that the number of local defect solutions depends on δ indicates that
it is not possible to make a sharp distinction between local defect solutions and global defect
solutions—as in the case of Theorems 3.6 and 3.10 and as discussed in Remark 3.7.
Remark 3.16. The sketches presented in Figure 15 indeed are rough indications of the
relevant geometric structures. It follows from the above arguments that the Lδ plane in the
left panel of Figure 15 must be asymptotically close to the {y3 = 0}-plane (see the angle in
the right panel of Figure 12), while the Lδ plane should be perpendicular—in leading order
in δ—to the {ylu = 0}-plane in the right panel (cf. (3.35)). Moreover, it follows from Corol-
lary 3.15 that the number of intersections of the sketched (projected) orbit and Lδ—which is
4 in the right panel of Figure 15—should be asymptotically large in δ.
4. Examples. In this section, we consider defect solutions for two explicit examples. In
section 4.1, we consider the eFK equation and in section 4.2 the perturbed generalized FHN
model (1.2) mentioned in the introduction. For both systems of equations there are results in
the literature on the existence of heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits. In particular, both the
eFK equation and the FHN model support kink or front solutions and pulse solutions. Both
cases are of the most relevant and interesting type in which dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) =
k > 1. The eFK example is a four-dimensional system with k = 2. We consider the situation
in which both limit points P− and P+ have a complex conjugate pair of stable and unstable
eigenvalues. So, section 4.1 presents a (rather straightforward) application of Theorem 3.10.
This is certainly not the case for the example in section 4.2. Here, both a two-component
simplification and the three-component FHN model (1.2) are considered. In both cases, all
eigenvalues associated to the limit points P+ and P− are real. Moreover, the dimensions of
the stable and unstable manifoldsWs,u(P+,−) are all the same. So, in section 4.2, we consider
a four-dimensional system with k = ` = 2 and a six-dimensional system with k = ` = 3.
However, these systems are not exactly of the type (1.1), since the unperturbed system (1.4)
also depends explicitly on ε; see (1.2). Although this means that we need to be a bit more
careful, this is not a serious problem: the form of (1.1) was chosen as simple as possible
to keep the presentation of our approach as simple as possible. The precise form of the
dynamical system is not essential, though the geometric structures near the equilibrium points
are (as we show in section 4.2). See also Remark 1.13. Nevertheless, we cannot present
a direct application of Theorem 3.9 in section 4.2: to establish the (non)existence of local
defect solutions in (1.2) we need to evaluate the twist conditions of Theorem 3.9 in terms
of the normal form of (1.2). However, since we do not bring (1.2) in normal form, the
core of section 4.2 is dedicated to unraveling the twists of the unstable manifold Wu(P−)
geometrically as it travels from P− to P+. The singularly perturbed structure of (1.2) plays
a crucial role in this analysis.
4.1. The eFK equation. The eFK equation is a higher order extension of the classical
Fisher-KPP equation and is for h > 0 given by
(4.1)
∂u
∂t
= −h∂
4u
∂ξ4
+
∂2u
∂ξ2
+ u− u3, h > 0;
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see [11, 12, 53, 65]. By the simple rescaling ξ → h1/4ξ [53], the stationary problem associated
to (4.1) can be written as
(4.2)
d4u
dξ4
+ β
d2u
dξ2
− u+ u3 = 0,
where β = −1/√h < 0. Here, we consider for 0 < ε  1 small a very general heterogeneous
perturbation of (4.2), and thus of (4.1),
(4.3)
d4u
dξ4
+ β
d2u
dξ2
− u+ u3 =
{
0, ξ ≤ 0,
εg(u, uξ, uξξ, uξξξ), ξ > 0,
where g is assumed to be smooth enough and O(1) with respect to ε. Writing (4.3) in the
dynamical system form of (1.1) yields
(4.4)

u˙
p˙
q˙
r˙
 =


p
q
r
u− u3 − βq
 , ξ ≤ 0,

p
q
r
u− u3 − βq
 + ε

0
0
0
g(u, p, q, r)
 , ξ > 0,
where we have introduced p = uξ, q = uξξ, and r = uξξξ. The unperturbed system, system
(4.4) with ε = 0, has three equilibrium points P 0 = (0, 0, 0, 0) and P± = (±1, 0, 0, 0). The
latter two equilibrium points P± are hyperbolic for all β < 0. Consequently, we immediately
obtain the following result from Lemma 1.7.
Corollary 4.1. For β < 0 and ε small enough there exists a unique trivial defect solution in
(4.4) that connects P− to P−ε and a unique trivial defect solution that connects P+ to P+ε .
For β ∈ (−2√2, 0), P± = (±1, 0, 0, 0) are of saddle-focus type. That is, the eigenvalues
ν±j , j = 1, . . . , 4, appear in two complex conjugate pairs, one pair with positive real part and
the other pair with negative real part. So, dim(Wu(P±)) = dim(Ws(P±)) = 2. The kinks
and pulses considered in this manuscript are heteroclinic and homoclinic connections between
two of the P±’s and are thus given by the intersections of a two-dimensional stable manifold
with a two-dimensional unstable manifold. The basic kink solution is odd as a function of ξ
with respect to its midpoint and has only one zero.
Theorem 4.2. Let ε = 0 and β ∈ (−2√2, 0) in the stationary homogeneous eFK system
(4.4). Then, there is an isolated heteroclinic solution Γ1 = (u1, p1, q1, r1) that connects P
− to
P+; the u-component u1(ξ − ξ∗) of Γ1 corresponds to a translational family of kink solutions
of (4.2) that have one unique zero at the midpoint ξ = ξ∗ and that are odd as a function of ξ
with respect to this midpoint ξ = ξ∗.
This is a reformulation of Theorem 5.1.1 in [53], in which also a constructive proof is
presented; see also [52] for the original result. It follows immediately from the proof in [53]
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that Γ1 is isolated, i.e., that the intersection Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+) is one-dimensional and thus
minimally nontransversal; see Hypothesis H2.
The equilibrium points P± persist in heterogeneously perturbed system (4.4),
(4.5) P±ε = (±1 + εg(±1, 0, 0, 0) +O(ε2), 0, 0, 0).
Clearly, all assumptions in Hypothesis H2 can be satisfied for any β ∈ (−2√2, 0) by choosing
ε sufficiently small. However, we need to impose the additional assumption g(1, 0, 0, 0) 6= 0 to
satisfy Hypothesis H3: if g(1, 0, 0, 0) = 0, then |P± − P±ε | = O(ε2) (4.5), which implies that
the perturbation term in (4.2) is not generic in the sense of Definition 1.2. The fact that the
perturbation term is generic if g(1, 0, 0, 0) 6= 0 follows by a straightforward computation of
the linear approximations of the stable and unstable manifolds Ws,u(P±).
Thus, for β ∈ (−2√2, 0) and g(1, 0, 0, 0) 6= 0 we are in a situation in which Theorem 3.10
can directly be applied. Moreover, since k = 2 we do not need to consider the additional
condition K lu 6= 0 of Theorem 3.10 and consequently it is not necessary to bring (4.4) in its
normal form.
Theorem 4.3. Let β ∈ (−2√2, 0) and g(1, 0, 0, 0) 6= 0. Then, for ε > 0 small enough, the
stationary perturbed heterogeneous eFK system (4.4) supports countably many local defect kink
solutions that connect P− to P+ε .
Although it is obvious from the definition of a local defect solution near P+ε (see (1.7)), it
may be useful to notice explicitly that the midpoint ξ∗ of the unperturbed ξ ≤ 0 part of the
u-component of a local defect kink (see Theorem 4.2) must satisfy ξ∗ < 0: the jump to the
perturbed system occurs only in the oscillatory tail of u1(ξ) close to u = 1, the u-component
of P+.
There exist many other results on the existence of kink-type and pulse-type solutions to
eFK-type equations; see [39, 53] and the references therein. If the limit points P± are of
saddle-focus type, one can again apply Theorem 3.10 in a straightforward fashion. Thus, each
of the unperturbed kink solutions Γ2j+1(ξ) that connect P
− to P+ and that have 2j+1 zeroes
in their u-components [53] persists as a family of countably many local defect kink solutions
in (4.4) connecting P− to P+ε . The reversed orbits Γ2j+1(−ξ) persist as families of local
defect kink solutions connecting P+ to P−ε (under the alternative additional assumption that
g(−1, 0, 0, 0) 6= 0). The same is true for the unperturbed homoclinic pulse solutions of [39, 53],
if the limit points are of saddle-focus type.
Simple monotone (in the u-component) kink solutions also exist in (4.2) for β < −2√2,
when all eigenvalues of the equilibrium points P± are real [53]. From the point of view of
the unperturbed eFK equations, these kinks are much simpler. However, to establish their
persistence as local defect solutions in (4.4) is a much harder problem: one needs to check
the twist conditions of Theorem 3.9 and one thus needs to obtain analytical control of the
manifold Wu(P−) as it travels from P− to P+. Note that this may in principle be possible
with the help of the constructive methods of [53]. However, we refrain from considering this
substantial and nontrivial problem: we consider an equivalent problem in the context of the
perturbed generalized FHN model (1.2) in the upcoming section.
4.2. The perturbed generalized FHN model. In this section, we discuss local defect
solutions to two types of perturbed FHN equations: the three-component model (1.2) as
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discussed in section 1 and its reduced two-component model
(4.6)
{
Ut = ε
2Uxx + U − U3 − ε(αV + γ(x)),
τVt = Vxx + U − V
with (x, t) ∈ (R,R+), α ∈ R, τ > 0, 0 < ε 1, and γ(x) as in (1.3). The latter two-component
model can be obtained from the former three-component model by setting β = 0 in (1.2) and
observing that (U, V ) dynamics is now independent of the W dynamics, or by letting D →∞
and observing that the second inhibitor W becomes a constant and can be incorporated into
γ for the U equation.
The dynamics of the two-component model (4.6) is less interesting compared to the dy-
namics of the three-component model (1.2); see, for example, [9, 17, 34]. However, it is also
significantly easier to study geometrically and most of the ideas of the proofs carry over from
the two-component system (4.6) to the three-component system (1.2). Therefore, we decided
to focus on the two-component system in this section and we only sketch the changes in the
proofs of the generalization to the three-component system.
For the three-component system (1.2), the associated ODE for the existence of stationary
defect solutions is six-dimensional and given by (1.9). For the two-component system (4.6),
the associated ODE is four-dimensional. Written in the fast coordinate ξ = x/ε, it is given by
uξ = p ,
pξ = −u+ u3 + ε(αv + γ(ξ)) ,
vξ = εq ,
qξ = ε(v − u) .
(4.7)
Both ODE systems (4.7) and (1.9) are not exactly of the type (1.1), since the unperturbed
system for ξ ≤ 0—i.e., u˙ = f(u) in (1.1)/(1.4) —depends explicitly on ε here. However, this
does not have an impact on the approach of this manuscript since all conditions of Remark 1.13
hold; see the next section.
4.2.1. Homogeneous case. In the homogeneous case γ(ξ) ≡ γ, both the 2`-component
ODE systems—(1.9) for ` = 3 and (4.7) for ` = 2—possess two hyperbolic equilibrium points,
(4.8)
` = 2 : P γ1 = (u
−
γ , 0, u
−
γ , 0)
t , P γ2 = (u
+
γ , 0, u
+
γ , 0)
t ,
` = 3 : P γ1 = (u
−
γ , 0, u
−
γ , 0, u
−
γ , 0)
t , P γ2 = (u
+
γ , 0, u
+
γ , 0, u
+
γ , 0)
t ,
where
(4.9) ` = 2 : u±γ = ±1∓ 12ε(α± γ) +O(ε2) , ` = 3 : u±γ = ±1∓ 12ε(α+ β ± γ) +O(ε2) .
There exists a third equilibrium point in both systems that isO(ε) close to the origin. However,
these equilibrium points are unstable in the PDE sense and are therefore not of interest
to us [17]. It is a matter of straightforward linear algebra to show that dim(Wu(P γ1 )) =
dim(Wu(P γ2 )) = dim(Ws(P γ1 )) = dim(Ws(P γ1 )) = ` for ` = 2, 3 and that all eigenvalues
associated to the linearization around P γ1,2 are real and simple. In other words, the situation
we consider here is the most interesting and most critical type, as determined in the previous
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698 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
sections. For the upcoming analysis, we need more precise information on the linearizations
around P γ1,2.
Lemma 4.4. Let λj(P
γ
1,2) ∈ R and vj(P γ1,2) ∈ R2`, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2`, be the eigenvalues,
respectively, eigenvectors, associated to the linearizations around P γ1,2 for ` = 2, 3. Then
• ` = 2 : λ4(P γ1,2) < λ3(P γ1,2) < 0 < λ2(P γ1,2) < λ1(P γ1,2) with
λ1,4(P
γ
1 ) = ±
√
2
(
1− 34(α− γ)ε+O(ε2)
)
, λ1,4(P
γ
2 ) = ±
√
2
(
1− 34(α+ γ)ε+O(ε2)
)
,
λ2,3(P
γ
1 ) = ±ε
(
1 + α4 ε+O(ε)
)
, λ2,3(P
γ
2 ) = ±ε
(
1 + α4 ε+O(ε)
)
,
and
v1,4(P
γ
1 ) =
(
1,±√2 (1− 34(α− γ)ε) , 0,∓12ε√2)+O(ε2),
v1,4(P
γ
2 ) =
(
1,±√2 (1− 34(α+ γ)ε) , 0,∓12ε√2)+O(ε2),
v2,3(P
γ
1,2) =
(−12αε, 0, 1,±(1 + 14αε))+O(ε2);
• ` = 3 : λ6(P γ1,2) < λ5(P γ1,2) < λ4(P γ1,2) < 0 < λ3(P γ1,2) < λ2(P γ1,2) < λ1(P γ1,2) with
λ1,6(P
γ
1 ) = ±
√
2
(
1− 34(α+ β − γ)ε+O(ε2)
)
,
v1,6(P
γ
1 ) =
(
1,±√2 (1− 34(α+ β − γ)ε) , 0,∓12ε√2, 0,∓ 12Dε√2)+O(ε2),
λ1,6(P
γ
2 ) = ±
√
2
(
1− 34(α+ β + γ)ε+O(ε2)
)
,
v1,6(P
γ
2 ) =
(
1,±√2 (1− 34(α+ β + γ)ε) , 0,∓12ε√2, 0,∓ 12Dε√2)+O(ε2),
λ2,5(P
γ
1,2) = ±ε
(
1 + α4 ε+O(ε2)
)
,
v2,5(P
γ
1,2) =
(
−12αε, 0, 1,±(1 + 14αε), α2(D2−1)ε,± αD2(D2−1)ε
)
+O(ε2),
λ3,4(P
γ
1,2) = ± εD
(
1 + β4 ε+O(ε2)
)
,
v3,4(P
γ
1,2) =
(
−12βε, 0,− βD
2
2(D2−1)ε,∓ βD2(D2−1)ε, 1,±(1 + 14βε)
)
+O(ε2).
Proof. This follows immediately from a straightforward computation, and note that we
implicitly used that D > 1 to order the four intermediate eigenvalues λ2,3,4,5 for ` = 3.
As a starting point for the analysis, we need a result on the existence of a heteroclinic or
homoclinic orbit in the homogeneous versions of systems (4.7) and (1.9), i.e., we need to show
that Hypothesis H2 is satisfied. There are two results in the literature that provide such a
starting point.
Theorem 4.5. Let γ(ξ) ≡ 0 and let ε > 0 be small enough. Then both ODE systems (4.7)
and (1.9) support a heteroclinic 1-front orbit Γhet(ξ) that connects P
0
1 to P
0
2 .
Proof. This is a special case of results established in [9, 30, 31] on (families of) traveling
1-front solutions to the three-component system (1.2): fronts that travel with a speed c =
c(γ) with c(0) = 0. In these manuscripts, only the three-component models are considered
explicitly. However, the result on the existence of 1-front solutions in the two-component
system (4.6) follows immediately along identical lines; see also section 6 of [17]. We omit the
details.
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 699
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.5 appears as a side product in our proof of Theorem 4.7
about the existence of defect solutions.
The second result in the literature is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let γ(ξ) ≡ γ and let ε > 0 be small enough. Moreover,
• for ` = 2, let (α, γ) be such that αA = γ has K solutions with A ∈ (0, 1); and
• for ` = 3, let (α, β, γ,D) be such that αA+ βA 1D = γ has K solutions with A ∈ (0, 1).
If K > 0, then there are K homoclinic pulse, or 2-front, orbits Γhom(ξ) to P
γ
1 in system (4.7)
(` = 2) or (1.9) (` = 3). Furthermore, K ≤ `− 1.
Proof. As with Theorem 4.5, this result has been established only for the three-component
case [17]. However, the two-component case is simpler and follows along identical lines; see
also section 6 of [17]. We omit the details.
The A of the above theorem corresponds to the leading order width x∗ of the homoclinic
pulse solution via x∗ = − logA, where x∗ := x1 − x2 with x1,2 corresponding to respectively
the first and second zeros of the u-component of the pulse solution; see Figure 1. In particular,
for the two-component case K = 1 if and only if α and γ have the same sign and |α| > |γ|
and the leading order width of the pulse solution is given by x∗ = log (α/γ). Similarly, for the
three-component case K = 0 if |α+ β| < |γ| and it is necessary for α and β to have opposite
signs for K = 2.
The symmetries
(4.10)
` = 2 : (u, p, v, q, ξ, γ(ξ) ≡ γ)→ (u,−p, v,−q,−ξ, γ) in (4.7),
(u, p, v, q, ξ, γ(ξ) ≡ γ)→ (−u, p,−v, q,−ξ,−γ) in (4.7),
` = 3 : (u, p, v, q, w, r, ξ, γ(ξ) ≡ γ)→ (u,−p, v,−q, w,−r,−ξ, γ) in (1.9),
(u, p, v, q, w, r, ξ, γ(ξ) ≡ γ)→ (−u, p,−v, q,−w, r,−ξ,−γ) in (1.9)
also immediately establish the existence of homoclinic pulse orbits to P γ2 and, for γ = 0, of
heteroclinic 1-front orbits connecting P 02 to P
0
1 . We do not consider those orbits here, though.
4.2.2. Local defect solutions. Since both the ODE systems for ξ ≤ 0 also depend on
ε, we cannot distinguish between the equilibrium points P± for ξ ≤ 0 and their perturbed
versions for ξ > 0 by an ε-subscript, as in the preceding sections. Instead, we use P˜± for the
perturbed equilibrium points. We first consider the possibility of having local defect solutions
in (4.7)/(1.9) that are close to the heteroclinic 1-front Γhet(ξ) established in Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.7. Let γ(ξ) be as in (1.3) with γ1 = 0 and let ε be small enough. Moreover,
let Γhet(ξ) be the 1-front heteroclinic orbit that connects P
0
1
def
= P− to P 02
def
= P+ in the
homogeneous case γ = 0 (see Theorem 4.5), and let α, β, γ2 ∈ R be O(1) with respect to ε.
Then,
• (4.7) supports a heteroclinic local defect solution Γhet,ld(ξ) near P˜+ = P γ22 that connects
P− to P˜+ if and only if α > 0; and
• (1.9) supports a heteroclinic local defect solution Γhet,ld(ξ) near P˜+ = P γ22 that connects
P− to P˜+ for α, β > 0.
The orbit of the local defect solution Γhet,ld(ξ) in the 2`-dimensional phase space of (4.7)/(1.9)
is O(ε) close to the corresponding Γhet(ξ).
Hence, in this case we are able to control the twist condition necessary for an existence
result on local defect solutions for which dim(Wu(P−)) = dim(Wu(P+)) = k > 1—with
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700 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
k = `—and real eigenvalues; see Theorems 1.9, 3.9, and 3.11. Since this twist condition is in
fact a condition on the global dynamics of Wu(P−), this is in general a very hard condition
to validate. Here, it is possible though by the singular perturbed nature of (4.7) and (1.9).
Nevertheless, even with this additional structure, interpreting the twist condition explicitly
in terms of the parameters in the problem is a far from trivial enterprise, as is shown in the
upcoming proof. For that same reason, the statement of the above theorem in the k = ` = 3
case is much less strong than the if and only if result established for k = ` = 2. Moreover,
we do not consider the possibility of having two distinct local defect solutions in the ` = 3
case; see Theorem 3.11. See also Remark 4.9 for a brief discussion on these limitations of
Theorem 4.7 in the ` = 3 case.
The twist condition, i.e., the issue of controlling the orientation of Wu(P−) as it passes
along P+, is the focus of the proof of Theorem 4.7. However, notice also that we cannot directly
apply Theorems 1.9, 3.9, and 3.11 to establish the existence of local defect solutions in (4.7)
and (1.9) under an abstract twist condition: these systems do not satisfy the general form (1.1)
and the local character of the unperturbed ξ ≤ 0 equilibrium points P± is determined by O(ε)
small quantities; see Lemma 4.4. So, it is a priori not obvious that the O(ε) perturbations
of the ξ > 0 system do not change the local character of the flows near P±/P˜±, which is
a crucial ingredient of all arguments in the preceding sections. Nevertheless, it follows from
Lemma 4.4 that the local flow near P˜+ is not changed by the defect, which indicates that
the geometry of the system is indeed as is necessary for the geometrical application of the
arguments developed in the previous sections. For that same reason, we also do not have
to go into the nasty details of bringing (4.7) and (1.9) into a normal form as is used in the
previous sections. The normal form structure (3.1) significantly simplified the presentation of
our arguments in section 3, but—unlike the geometric structure—it is not necessary for the
derivation of our results in this section.
Proof. The proof of this theorem strongly builds on the geometric structure associated
to the singularly perturbed systems (4.7) and (1.9); see [17] for more details on this. The
2(`− 1)-dimensional slow manifoldsM± to which the slow flow is restricted associated to the
unperturbed ξ ≤ 0-systems are given by
(4.11)
` = 2 : M± = {u = ±1 + εu±1 (v, q), p = εp±1 (v, q)}
with u±1 = −12(αv + γ1) +O(ε), p±1 = O(ε),
` = 3 : M± = {u = ±1εu±1 (v, q, w, r), p = εp±1 (v, q, w, r)}
with u±1 = −12(αv + βw + γ1) +O(ε), p±1 = O(ε);
see (2.8), (2.9) in [17] and [25, 26]. The manifolds M± have (2`− 1)-dimensional stable and
unstable manifolds Ws,u(M±) that are O(ε) C1 close to the stable and unstable manifolds of
the equilibrium points (u, p) = (±1, 0) of the 2(`−1) parameter family of fast reduced systems
associated to (4.7) and (1.9), respectively,
(4.12)
uξ = p, pξ = −u+ u3,
` = 2 : v = v0, q = q0,
` = 3 : v = v0, q = q0, w = w0, r = r0,
within compact subsets of R2` [25, 26]. The stable/unstable manifolds of (4.12) are given
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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO DEFECT SOLUTIONS 701
analytically by the level set H(u, p) = 0 of the Hamiltonian
H(u, p, v, q, w, r)) = 1
2
(u2 + p2)− 1
4
(1 + u4).
It is important to note that H|M± = O(ε2) [17]. The Hamiltonian becomes a slowly varying
function in the full ξ ≤ 0-flows (4.7), (1.9),
(4.13)
` = 2 : Hξ(u, p, v, q) = εαpv,
` = 3 : Hξ(u, p, v, q, w, r) = εp(αv + βw),
where we recall that γ(ξ) = γ1 = 0 for ξ ≤ 0. The manifolds Wu(M−) and Ws(M+) are
both O(ε) close to H = 0 and thus intersect the hyperplane {u = 0} transversally. In fact, a
straightforward Melnikov argument based on (4.13) and the leading order description of p in
(4.13) as the p-component of the heteroclinic solution of the fast reduced limit system (4.12)
yields that the H-coordinates ofWu(M−)∩{u = 0} andWs(M+)∩{u = 0} are, up to higher
order corrections, given by
(4.14)
` = 2 : H|Wu(M−)∩{u=0} = 2εαv−, H|Ws(M+)∩{u=0} = −2εαv+,
` = 3 : H|Wu(M−)∩{u=0} = 2ε(αv− + βw−), H|Ws(M+)∩{u=0} = −2ε(αv+ + βw+)
with v±, w± constants and where the p-coordinates of the intersections Wu(M−) ∩ {u = 0}
and Ws(M+) ∩ {u = 0} are 12
√
2 + O(ε); see [17] for the details. Thus, Wu(M−) and
Ws(M+) intersect in a 2(` − 1)-dimensional submanifold Wu(M−) ∩ Ws(M+). By (4.14),
the (2`−3)-dimensional intersectionWu(M−)∩Ws(M+)∩{u = 0} is explicitly approximated
by
Wu(M−) ∩Ws(M+) ∩ {u = 0}
=
{ {(u, p, v, q) |u = 0, p = 12√2, v− = −v+}, ` = 2,
{(u, p, v, q, w, r) |u = 0, p = 12
√
2, αv− + βw− = −αv+ − βw+}, ` = 3,
(4.15)
up to O(ε) corrections. In Figure 17, the manifoldsWu(M−) andWs(M+) of (4.7) and their
intersections are sketched in a 3 = (2` − 1)-dimensional setting (` = 2) for two significantly
different cases: α > 0 and α < 0. That is, (4.14) provides information not only on the existence
and location of the intersection Wu(M−) ∩ Ws(M+), but also on the relative position of
Wu(M−) with respect to Ws(M+). For α > 0, Wu(M−) is outside the span Wu(M+) ∪
Ws(M+) for v0 > 0 (H|Wu > H|Ws) and insideWu(M+)∪Ws(M+) for v0 < 0; the situation
is reversed for α < 0; see Figure 17. Note that Wu,s(M±) are of codimension one (both for
` = 2, 3) and thus indeed define an inside and an outside. We refer to [18] for the introduction
of this inside/outside distinction between intersecting stable and unstable manifolds of slow
manifolds and its crucial implications for the associated flows. In the present setting, this
distinction enables us to determine whether the twist condition can be satisfied.
Since P− ∈ M−, respectively, P+ ∈ M+, it follows that the `-dimensional unstable
manifold Wu(P−), respectively, stable manifold Ws(P+), is a submanifold of the (2` − 1)-
dimensional manifold Wu(M−), respectively, Ws(M+); see Lemma 4.4. Hence, the hetero-
clinic orbit Γhet(ξ) of Theorem 4.5 must be part of a (2`− 3)-parameter family of heteroclinic
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P  P 
P+P+
 het het
M+ M+M M 
Wu(M ) Wu(M )
Ws(M+)Ws(M+)
Wu(M+) Wu(M+)
Wu(M )
Wu(M )
↵ > 0 ↵ < 0
Figure 17. The three-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(M−) and stable manifold Ws(M+) of the two-
dimensional slow manifolds M− and M+ in the four-dimensional phase space associated to (4.7), sketched as
two-dimensional unstable and stable manifolds in R3. Left panel: α > 0 and Wu(M−) is outside Wu(M+) ∪
Ws(M+) for v0 > 0 and inside for v0 < 0. Right panel: α < 0 and the situation is reversed Wu(M−) is
outside Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+) for v0 < 0 and inside for v0 > 0. The more subtle stretched and folded structure
of Wu(M−) exponentially close to Wu(M−) ∩Ws(M+) [18] is not shown.
connections between M− and M+. Since, for ` = 2, the (v, q)-components of such a connec-
tion must remain constant to leading order during the fast transition from M− to M+ (see
(4.7)), it follows by (4.15) that these connecting orbits take off from M− and touch down on
M+ with v = 0; see once again [17] for the full geometric and analytic details. For ` = 3, the
(v, q, w, r)-components of such a connection must remain constant to leading order and in a
similar fashion the jump condition becomes αv+βw = 0. Clearly, the orbit Γhet(ξ) must take
off fromWu(P−)∩M− and touch down onWs(P+)∩M+. These intersections are determined
by respectively the unstable manifold of P− ⊂ M− and the stable manifold of P+ ⊂ M+,
restricted to the slow flow on respectivelyM− andM+. It follows from (4.7)/(1.9) and (4.11)
that the flows on the slow manifolds M± are to leading order linear and given by
` = 2 :
{
vξ = εq ,
qξ = ε(v ∓ 1) , ` = 3 :

vξ = εq ,
qξ = ε(v ∓ 1) ,
wξ = εr ,
rξ = ε(w ∓ 1) .
Since the manifolds M± are also linear (up to O(ε2) corrections; see (4.11)), it follows from
Lemma 4.4, with γ = 0, that
(4.16)
` = 2 : Wu(P−) ∩M− = span {v2(P−)},
Ws(P+) ∩M+ = span {v3(P+)},
` = 3 : Wu(P−) ∩M− = span {v2(P−), v3(P−)},
Ws(P+) ∩M+ = span {v4(P+), v5(P+)}
up to O(ε2) corrections. Observe that the proof of Theorem 4.5 now indeed follows as a side
product from this geometrical framework. In particular, from the combination of (4.15) and
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(4.16) it follows that for ` = 2, Γhet(ξ) is selected from the one-parameter family of orbits in
Wu(M−)∩Ws(M+) by its (v, q)-coordinates during its jump fromM− toM+: (v, q) = (0, 1)
(to leading order). Similarly, for ` = 3 it follows that (v, q, w, r) = (0, 1, 0, 1). See [17] for a
more polished version of these arguments.
Note that we may also conclude from the geometrical setting that Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+) is
minimally nontransversal in the sense of Hypothesis H2: the intersection is one-dimensional
and it contains only Γhet(ξ). Moreover, it follows the symmetries (4.10) of (4.7)/(1.9), with
γ = 0, that Γhet is an odd function of ξ.
To carefully trace the evolution of Wu(P−) along/near Γhet(ξ), the central issue of this
proof, we first consider the simpler case ` = 2. Since we do not normalize the vector field of
(4.7) as in section 3, we define the geometrical equivalent of the intersection Lδ as defined in
Definitions 3.2 and 3.8 in section 3 by
(4.17)
Lδ = (Wu(P−) ∩ Vδ) ∩BKδ(P+)
def
= (Wu(P−) ∩ {δv3(P+) + span {v1(P+), v2(P+), v4(P+)}}) ∩BKδ(P+),
where 0 < ε δ  1 and BKδ(P+) is a ball centered around P+ with radius Kδ large enough
so that Lδ is ofO(δ) length. Thus, Lδ is the intersection ofWu(P−) with the three-dimensional
hyperplane Vδ. This hyperplane is an O(δ) translation of the linear approximation ofWu(P+)
extended with the fast stable direction v4(P
+); see Lemma 4.4. This O(δ) translation is in
the direction of the slow stable eigenvector of P+ (see Lemma 4.4 and (4.16)), i.e., in the
direction of the orbit Γhet(ξ). Here, δ is assumed small enough such that the flow of (4.7) in
an O(δ) neighborhood of P+ is dominated by its linearization (as in section 3). Note that Lδ
is expected to be one-dimensional, since Wu(P−) is two-dimensional.
By the strong separation of scales (O(1) versus O(ε)) in the (linearized) flow near P+ this
implies that Lδ must be squeezed along (the δ translation of) the slow unstable eigenvector
v2(P
+) ⊂ Vδ. This insight can be deduced either analytically through the exchange lemma
(with exponentially small errors with respect to ε) [38] or directly by the more geometrical
arguments of [18]—which we employ here. Since Γhet(ξ) travels an O(1) distance with respect
to ε along M+ after touching down, it must be exponentially close to M+ during its flight
alongM+. Hence, the component of Lδ in the fast stable v4(P+) direction must already have
become asymptotically small with respect to ε way before Wu(P−) has reached Vδ. Orbits
in Wu(P−) that remain close to Γhet(ξ) up to an O(δ) distance to P+, i.e., orbits that pass
through Lδ, must also be exponentially close with respect to ε to M+. Therefore, also the
components of these orbits in the fast unstable direction associated to v1(P
+), which spans
the leading order approximation ofWu(M+), can be at most exponentially small with respect
to ε. That is, they can be bounded by e−C/ε for some O(1) C > 0.
In forward time ξ, orbits through Lδ spread out over Wu(P+), an evolution that is domi-
nated by the fast flow associated to λ1(P
+) and v1(P
+). As in the case of Theorems 1.9, 3.9,
and 3.11 and Figures 4 and 12, Wu(P−) will be torn into pieces along Γhet(ξ) as it passes
along P+. The question about when (or if) the twist condition for the existence of local defect
solutions can be satisfied thus corresponds to understanding howWu(P−) gets torn apart and
how it subsequently spreads along Wu(P+).
By construction, orbits through Lδ are in Wu(P−) ⊂ Wu(M−) and in backward time ξ
they are close to Γhet(ξ) = Wu(P−) ∩Ws(P+) ⊂ Wu(M−) ∩Ws(M+). Moreover, since Lδ
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704 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
is exponentially close with respect to ε to M+, they are exponentially close to Wu(M+) in
forward time ξ—at least, in compact, O(1) with respect to ε, neighborhoods of M+ [25, 26].
As a consequence, the nature of the tearing and spreading of Wu(P−) is governed by the
inside/outside distinction made in the intersection of Wu(M−) and Ws(M+) at {u = 0}; see
Figure 17. For α > 0, respectively, α < 0, the part of Wu(P−) ⊂ Wu(M−) that is outside
the span Wu(M+) ∪ Ws(M+) at the intersection with {u = 0} has positive, respectively,
negative, v-coordinates (4.14). The heteroclinic orbit Γhet(ξ) = Wu(P−) ∩ Ws(P+) touches
down on M+ asymptotically close with respect to ε to
{P+ + span {v3(P+)}} ∩ {v = 0};
see (4.15), (4.16). This implies that the part of Wu(P−) that is outside Wu(M+)∪Ws(M+)
has a positive coordinate in the v2(P
+)-direction for α > 0 and points in the negative v2(P
+)-
direction for α < 0; see Lemma 4.4. This orientation cannot change as Wu(P−) travels along
M+ toward Vδ (4.17). Recalling that Lδ is squeezed asymptotically close with respect to ε to
v2(P
+), we define L±δ ⊂ Lδ by
L+δ = Lδ ∩ {µv2(P+), µ > 0, µ O(ε2)}, L−δ = Lδ ∩ {µv2(P+), µ < 0, |µ|  O(ε2)}.
Note that the above asymptotic analysis provides results only up to O(ε2) corrections, and
hence we cannot consider µ = O(ε2) or smaller, so that our definition leaves a subregion
L0δ ⊂ Lδ in between L−δ and L+δ of length µ = O(ε2) for which we cannot decide whether it is
inside or outside Wu(M−) ∪Ws(M+) (recall that the length of Lδ is O(δ) and that δ  ε).
We conclude that
α > 0 : L+δ is outside Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+); L−δ is inside Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+);
α < 0 : L+δ is inside Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+); L−δ is outside Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+).
Outside Wu(M+) ∪ Ws(M+) the fast unstable flow near P+ is in the direction of positive
multiples of v1(P
+); inside Wu(M−) ∪Ws(M+) it points in the negative v1(P+)-direction.
Define for |µ1,2|  ε2 the four (translated) O(δ)-sized planar half-cones,
C+,+δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) : µ1 > 0, µ2 > 0} ∩BKδ(P+),
C+,−δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) : µ1 > 0, µ2 < 0} ∩BKδ(P+),
C−,+δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) : µ1 < 0, µ2 > 0} ∩BKδ(P+),
C−,−δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) : µ1 < 0, µ2 < 0} ∩BKδ(P+)
with BKδ(P
+) and K as defined in (4.17). It thus follows from the local, linearly dominated,
flow of (4.7) near P+ (see Lemma 4.4) that the projection in the v3(P
+)-direction of the
orbits through Lδ on the linear approximation {P+ + span {v1(P+), v2(P+)}} of Wu(P+)
covers the union C+,+δ ∪ C−,−δ for α > 0 and C+,−δ ∪ C−,+δ for α < 0; see Figure 18. Note that
this settles the issue of the twist condition: this result provides the necessary insight on how
Wu(P−) is torn into two parts and how these parts are spread overWu(P+) asWu(P−) passes
near P+.
The proof for ` = 2 is concluded by explicitly determining the intersection of Wu(P+)
and Ws(P˜+), i.e., by determining the location of the unique trivial defect solution connecting
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P+
~v1~v1
~v2~v2 C ,+ ,K C+,+ ,K 
C+,  ,K 
C ,  ,K 
↵ > 0
P+
↵ < 0
Figure 18. The blue areas represent the projections in the v3(P
+)-direction of the solutions of (4.7) which
are in Wu(P−) with initial conditions on Lδ on the linear approximation {P+ + span {v1(P+), v2(P+)}} of
Wu(P+), restricted to BKδ(P+). Left panel: α > 0. Right panel: α < 0. Observe the O(ε2) gap between the
blue areas and the v1,2 axes.
P+ to P˜+; see Theorem 1.7. To leading order, this follows from the intersection of the
approximations of the linear flow near P+ and P˜+:
(4.18)

1− 12εα
0
1− 12εα
0
+ µ1

1√
2(1− 34εα)
0
−12
√
2ε
+ µ2

−12εα
0
1
1 + 14εα

=

1− 12ε(α+ γ2)
0
1− 12ε(α+ γ2)
0
+ ν1

1
−√2(1− 34ε(α+ γ2))
0
1
2
√
2ε
+ ν2

−12εα
0
1
−1− 14εα

up to O(ε2) corrections; see (4.8), (4.9) and Lemma 4.4. Hence,
µ1 = −1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2), µ2 = −1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2), ν1 = 1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2), ν2 = 1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2).
Note that it thus follows that the projection ofWu(P+)∩Ws(P˜+) on the linear approximation
of Wu(P+) is in C−,−δ for γ2 > 0 and in C+,+δ for γ2 < 0, respectively. Thus we may conclude
that Wu(P+) ∩Ws(P˜+) is covered by Wu(P−) for α > 0, independent of the sign of γ2, and
cannot be reached by Wu(P−) if α < 0. Since the intersection Wu(P+) ∩Ws(P˜+) ∈ C−,−δ is
transversal under an O(1) angle and since |P+− P˜+| = Os(ε), the existence of the local defect
solution Γhet,ld(ξ) follows, for ` = 2, from the singular slow/fast nature of the almost linear
flow of (4.7) O(δ) near P+ and P˜+. The statement of the distance in phase space between
the orbits Γhet,ld(ξ) and Γhet(ξ) is a direct consequence of the construction of Γhet,ld(ξ) from
Γhet(ξ).
The proof of the theorem in the ` = 3 case runs along the same lines as for ` = 2. First,
we define the ` = 3-version of Lδ,
Lδ =Wu(P−) ∩ {δv4(P+) + span {v1(P+), v2(P+), v3(P+), v5(P+)v6(P+)}} ∩BKδ(P+)
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706 A. DOELMAN, P. VAN HEIJSTER, AND F. XIE
with BKδ(P
+) and K as defined in the ` = 2 case. That is, Lδ is the intersection of Wu(P−)
with a five-dimensional hyperplane that is an O(δ) translation in the direction v4(P
+), the
slowest stable eigenvalue along which Γhet(ξ) approaches P
+. The hyperplane is spanned by an
extension of the linear approximation of Wu(P+) in directions independent of the translation
(compare to (4.17) and see Lemma 4.4). Note that Lδ is two-dimensional. It follows from
exactly the same arguments as in the ` = 2 case, either based on [18] or on [38], that Lδ
must be squeezed asymptotically close to the δ translation of the two-dimensional linear space
spanned by the slow unstable eigenvectors v2(P
+) and v3(P
+).
In the ` = 2 case, the next crucial step was to observe that the distinction between
the inside and outside parts of Wu(P−) with respect to the span Ws(M+) ∪ Wu(M+) can
be directly related to the direction of the slow unstable vector v2(P
+) as Wu(P−) travels
along M+. The main difference between the ` = 2 and ` = 3 cases is that for ` = 3
this relation in general cannot be made in a similar straightforward fashion: the distinction
between parts of Wu(P−) being inside or outside of Ws(M+) ∪Wu(M+) is now determined
by the sign of αv + βw at the intersection with {u = 0} (4.14), as well as when Γhet(ξ)
touches down on M+; see (4.15) and (4.16). This is a sum of v- and w-components and
thus does not directly yield information on the individual v2(P
+)- and v3(P
+)-directions of
Wu(P−) as it flows along M+. However, the ` = 2 arguments can be followed directly if we
assume that both α and β are positive (as assumed in the theorem). In that case, we may
indeed conclude that the part of Lδ that is close to the planar half-cone spanned by positive
multiples, respectively, negative multiples, of the slow unstable vectors v2(P
+) and v3(P
+)
must be outside, respectively, inside, the span Ws(M+) ∪ Wu(M+). As in the ` = 2 case,
our asymptotic analysis only provides results up to O(ε2) corrections, so the inside/outside
statements are valid only for elements in Lδ that are at a distance  ε2 from the combined
boundaries of the half-cones, span {v2(P+)} ∪ span {v3(P+)}. The fast unstable flow of (1.9)
near P+ is in the direction of positive, respectively, negative, multiples of v1(P
+) outside,
respectively, inside, Wu(M+) ∪ Ws(M+). Therefore, we define, for |µ1,2,3|  ε2, the two
O(δ)-sized three-dimensional half-cones,
(4.19)
C+,+,+δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) + µ3v3(P+) : µ1 > 0, µ2 > 0, µ3 > 0} ∩BKδ(P+),
C−,−,−δ = {P+ + µ1v1(P+) + µ2v2(P+) + µ3v3(P+) : µ1 < 0, µ2 < 0, µ3 < 0} ∩BKδ(P+)
with BKδ(P
+) and K as defined before. Like for ` = 2, it follows from the characteristics of
the flow of (1.9) near P+ that the projection in the v4(P
+)-direction of the orbits through
Lδ on the linear approximation {P+ + span {v1(P+), v2(P+), v3(P+)}} of Wu(P+) covers
the union C+,+,+δ ∪ C−,−,−δ . Note that the difference with the ` = 2 case is that this is not
a complete description of how Wu(P−) spreads over Wu(P+): Wu(P−) also covers other
parts ofWu(P+). However, these parts of the cover originate from subsets of Lδ for which the
present arguments do not provide insight on whether these are inside or outside ofWu(M+)∪
Ws(M+). Such insight is not needed for α, β > 0.
Next, we again determine the intersection ofWu(P+) andWs(P˜+) (as in (4.18) for ` = 2).
With µ1,2,3 as defined in (4.19), i.e., similar to (4.18), we again find
µ1 = −1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2), µ2 = −1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2), µ3 = −1
4
εγ2 +O(ε2).
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Hence, it again follows that the projection of Wu(P+)∩Ws(P˜+) on the linear approximation
ofWu(P+) is in C+,+,+δ ∪C−,−,−δ , independent of the sign of γ2. The statement of the theorem
now follows by exactly the same final arguments as for ` = 2.
Due to the reversibility symmetry (4.10) of systems (4.7) and (1.9), the formulation of the
equivalent of Theorem 4.7 for the homoclinic 2-front orbits of Theorem 4.6 is very similar to
that of Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 4.8. Let γ(ξ) be as in (1.3) and let ε be small enough. Moreover, let α, β, γ1,2 ∈ R
be O(1) with respect to ε such that the homogeneous version of (1.2) (that is, (1.2) with
γ(ξ) = γ1) supports a homoclinc 2-front orbit Γhom(ξ) to P
γ1
1
def
= P− = P+ (see Theorem 4.6
with γ = γ1).
• ` = 2: Then, there exists a local defect homoclinic 2-front orbit Γhom,defect(ξ) to (4.7)
that connects P− to P˜− def= P γ21 if and only if in α > 0.
• ` = 3: Then, there exists a local defect heteroclinic orbit Γhom,defect(ξ) to (1.9) that
connects P− to P˜− for α, β > 0.
The orbit of the local defect Γhom,defect(ξ) in the 2`-dimensional phase space of (4.7)/(1.9) is
O(ε) close to that Γhom(ξ).
Note that since we assume that α, β > 0 for ` = 3, we have implicitly assumed that γ1 is
also positive for ` = 3; see the statement of Theorem 4.6.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we may concentrate on the structure and orientation of
Wu(P−) as it jumps back from M+ to M−, touches down on M−, and flows back toward
P−; see [17] and especially Figure 4 therein for the full details of the geometric setting. The
proof of Theorem 4.7 is crucially based on the fact that Wu(P−) ⊂ Wu(M−), which enables
us to study the character of the intersectionWu(M−)∩Ws(M+) to distinguish between parts
of Wu(P−) that are inside or outside the span Wu(M+) ∪Ws(M+). Since Wu(P−) is not a
subset ofWu(M+) we cannot directly copy these arguments to the jump-back case associated
to the intersection Wu(M+) ∩Ws(M−) and its relation to being inside or outside the span
Wu(M−) ∪ Ws(M−). However, since Wu(P−) is exponentially close with respect to ε to
M+ during its passage along M+, Wu(P−) must also be exponentially close with respect to
ε to Wu(M−) during its jump back to M−. The intersection of Wu(M+) with Ws(M−)
is transversal with an O(ε) angle. So, on second thought, we indeed can apply the same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.7: in the context of our geometric arguments there is
no relevant distinction between Wu(P−) being a subset of Wu(M−) or being exponentially
close with respect to ε to Wu(M−).
We can now prove the theorem by copying the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.7 or
directly conclude the validity of Theorem 4.7 by applying and interpreting the reversibility
symmetry (4.10).
Remark 4.9. The results on the three-component model (1.2) as formulated in Theorems
4.7 and 4.8 only consider the case α, β > 0. From the mathematical point of view this is
quite a restriction, since only for this case we have been able to obtain sufficient “control”
over the way Wu(P−) “spreads out” over Wu(P+)—see the proof of Theorem 4.7. If sign(α)
6= sign(β), the geometrical structure of Wu(P−) as it passes along P+ is expected to be more
intricate and the approach in the proof of Theorem 4.7 does not yield sufficiently accurate
information. This calls for a nontrivial extension of the approach developed in the proof of
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Theorem 4.7, which we do not go into here. For similar reasons, the proof of Theorem 4.7 also
does not provide a statement on the possible existence of two distinct local defect solutions, as
can be expected from Theorem 3.11 since all k = 3 unstable eigenvalues are real. It is natural
to expect that this may indeed be the case if sign(α) 6= sign(β) in (1.2). However, note that
from the modeling point of view, i.e., with the background of (1.2) as model for gas-discharge
dynamics in mind, both α and β must be positive [50, 55, 58].
5. Outlook. In this manuscript, we investigated the existence of localized defect patterns
in PDE systems with a small heterogeneity of jump-type, assuming that the unperturbed
homogeneous stationary ODE reduction has a heteroclinic orbit connecting two hyperbolic
equilibrium points P± corresponding to a localized structure in the PDE context. We dis-
tinguished between three types of defect solutions: global defect solutions in which the jump
occurs away from the endpoints P− and P+ of the heteroclinic orbit (see Definition 1.4, the
left panel of Figure 1 and the right panel of Figure 3), (two kinds of) local defect solutions in
which the jump occurs asymptotically close to one of the endpoints (see Definition 1.4, the
center panel and right panel of Figure 1, and the middle two panels of Figure 3), and trivial
defect solutions in which the jump occurs asymptotically close to both of the endpoints (see
Definition 1.4 and the left panel of Figure 3). The existence of a unique trivial defect solution
is straightforward and follows directly from the local stable and unstable manifold theorem.
The remainder of the manuscript focused entirely on local defect solutions, the far simpler
case compared to global defect solutions since the core of the analysis takes place near an
equilibrium point and the ODE near this equilibrium point behaves, to leading order, as a
linear system. Consequently, the geometry of the flow is very well understood. We estab-
lished the persistence, or nonpersistence, of the original heteroclinic orbit into various kinds
of heteroclinic connections in the discontinuous, nonautonomous ODE reduction associated
with the heterogeneous PDE. The persistence result is richer than a priori could be expected,
especially in the most interesting, and perhaps most relevant, case in which the dimension of
the unstable manifoldWu(P−) of P− equals the dimension of the unstable manifoldWu(P+)
of P+—which is by definition the case if the original localized structure is of pulse type so that
the connecting orbit in the ODE reduction is a homoclinic orbit to P− = P+. We have shown
that the local defect solution may be unique, or that there can be a well-defined finite number
(which may be asymptotically large) of local defect solutions, or that there can be countably
many local defect solutions. We provided an explicit example of the latter in the context of
a heterogeneous eFK equation. Finally, we applied the general theory to the setting of the
three-component FHN system (1.2) that originally motivated this research, thereby explicitly
connecting the existence of the local defect solutions plotted in the center panel and right
panel of Figure 1 to the signs of some of the parameters in the model.
The pinned stationary local defect solutions considered here are the most simple defect
solutions and we only considered PDE systems with very simple spatial heterogeneities. Con-
sequently, the theory developed in this manuscript is only the very first step toward under-
standing (the dynamics of) local defect patterns. Apart from considering defects that differ
from the small simple (single) jump-type defects studied here, there are at least three next
steps to be taken:
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• Throughout this manuscript, we assumed that there exists a heteroclinic orbit Γ in
the unperturbed system (1.4),
(5.1) u˙ = f(u), u(t) : R→ Rn.
Thus, Γ corresponds to a stationary localized solution in the homogeneous PDE. How-
ever, one may also expect pinned stationary defect solutions in heterogeneous PDEs
for which the homogeneous limit does not have a corresponding stationary localized
pattern. Typically, there does exist a traveling localized structure in the homogeneous
limit in such cases, which indeed gets pinned by the defect and thus corresponds to
the stationary solution of the heterogeneous system; see, for example, [15, 16, 31, 41].
As a very explicit example we mention the pinned global defect solutions of (1.2) with
γ1 6= γ2 and both γ1,2 6= 0 in (1.3) that travel with nonzero speed—but O(ε) slow—in
the homogeneous limit γ(x) ≡ γ1; see [31]. Thus, instead of assuming the existence
of a heteroclinic orbit in (5.1), one should in this case base the existence of local de-
fect solutions on the assumption that there exists a heteroclinic orbit in a perturbed
version of (5.1),
(5.2) u˙ = f(u; ε) + εc(u; ε), u(t) : R→ Rn
(cf. Remark 1.13), where the smooth function c(u; ε) may model the (linear) effect of
traveling with a certain (asymptotically small) speed, but it may also directly relate
to g(u) in the case that one wants to study the existence of local defect solutions near
P− by inverting time and under the assumption that there is a homoclinic orbit in
(5.1); see Remark 1.12. It can be expected that most existence results of the present
manuscript persist in this case.
• An existence theory like in the present manuscript should necessarily be followed by a
PDE analysis of the stability of the defect patterns. This is in general a much harder
problem and has already been considered for specific PDEs in a number of articles in
the literature, e.g., [15, 16, 31, 37, 40, 41, 45, 46]. In future research, we will consider
this problem in a general setting by assuming that the linearized spectral problem
associated to the localized structure that corresponds to the unperturbed heteroclinic
orbit of (5.1) only has stable spectrum bounded away from the imaginary axis, except
for the zero eigenvalue associated to the translational symmetry of the homogeneous
PDE. A small spatial heterogeneity is expected to have at most an O(ε) effect on this
eigenvalue—which thus will decide about the stability of the defect pattern. Note that
the derivative of the wave is, in general, not an eigenfunction of the spectral problem
in the heterogeneous case since it is nonsmooth; hence λ = 0 is in general not expected
to be an eigenvalue of the defect pattern. The perturbation analysis developed here is
expected to form a foundation of an asymptotic analysis by which one can explicitly
approximate this O(ε) small eigenvalue; see for instance, [15, 16, 31, 40, 41].
• The pinned stationary defect patterns represent the limit states of an interaction pro-
cess between one or more localized states and the heterogeneity in the PDE model; see,
for instance, the simulations shown in [31]. In [22, 23, 54, 56], a mathematical frame-
work has been developed by which the weak interactions between localized structures
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such as pulses or fronts can be described in the form of low-dimensional ODEs. As a
next step in understanding defect solutions in systems with small jump-type hetero-
geneities, one would like to use these methods to obtain an explicit reduction of the
interaction between localized structures and the defect into a similar low-dimensional
ODE. Since the implicit assumption underlying the methods of [22, 23, 54, 56] is that
the distance between weakly interacting structures does not become too small, it is
unlikely that the entire process—with the stationary pinned defect as limit state—can
be described by these methods. However, as with the FHN example of section 4.2, it is
expected that it is possible to obtain such an analytical control over the full localized
structure-defect interaction process in the setting of singularly perturbed models. In
such systems, the interaction between localized structures typically is of semi-strong
type [19], and it is to be expected that the methods developed in [1, 20, 30] can be
extended to also incorporate the semi-strong interactions between a localized state—
that may be either stationary or slowly traveling in the homogeneous limit—and a
defect. The renormalization group method of [1, 20, 30], which is based on [54], needs
both the existence and the stability analysis as input, hence this step can be taken
only after the preceding ones.
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